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Abstract

E_quake activity in the Western Ohio - Indiana region has been
monitored with a short-period vertical-component seismograph
network consisting of nine stations located in west-central Ohio and
four stations located in Indiana. A total of six local and regional
earthquakes have been recorded during the past two year (October
1990 to September 1992), with magnitudes ranging from 0.6 to 5.0. A !
total of 36 local and regional earthquakes have been detected and
recorded in the past six-year period (October 1986 to September
1992). Overall, a total of 78 local and regional earthquakes have been
recorded since the network went into operation in 1977. There was a
peak in seismicity in 1986, including the July 12, 1986 St. Marys
event {mb=4.5). This activity was followed by an anomalously low level
of seismicity for about two years. Then, the seismicity returned to a
more typical level of activity. The most unusual feature of the
seismicity in the past year is the occurrence of three earthquakes in
Indiana. The locations of these felt earthquakes are scattered across
central Indiana; an area that had been aseismic. This is a very
surprising result, and this activity should be monitored in the future.

This final report also includes a comprehensive analysis of the
arrival time data accumulated over the past 14 years. The most
important conclusion is that the crustal velocity structure is different
between the Anna region and central Indiana. Furthermore, the Anna
region crustal structure is "slower" than the average mid-continent
crustal structure; one implication of this result is that the proposed
Keewenawan rift in the Anna region must have a different structure
than found in other Keewenawan rifts in the mid-continent.
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Summary

During the period from October, 1989 through September, 1990
the Western Ohio - Indiana network has been operational an average of
69% of the time. This represents a 12% decrease from the past
annual period, primarily due to aging of equipment in the field and
telephone line transmission problems.

Four local and two near-regional earthquakes have been well
recorded during the past two years (October 1990 to September
1992). The two regional events occurred in previously-recognized
seismic area. Three of the four local events were located across central
Indiana, and the fourth event is close to the Ohio-Indiana border. This
pattern of occurrence is quite unusual. An important question is
whether this change in local seismicity is just a one-year aberration, or
does it represent the beginning of a new phase of activity in Indiana?

The two largest earthquakes in Ohio over the last two decades
are the July 12, 1986 St. Marys earthquake in the Anna zone and the
January 31, 1986 Perry event in the Cleveland area. Focal mechanisms
for these two events are essentially identical strike-slip mechanisms
with an east-northeast striking compressional axis. There is weak
evidence that focal mechanisms of Indiana earthquakes might be
different. Fourteen years of seismic monitoring at Anna has found: 34
events in western and central Ohio; 5 events in northeastern Ohio; 1
event in Michigan; and 7 events in Indiana. Of the 34 events in
western and central Ohio, 21 are within the Anna sub-network. The
most notable spatial clustering of events is the cluster of 12 events just
five kilometers southeast of station AN1. Hypocentral depth analysis of
these earthquakes shows that they could all be at the same depth of 5
km below the top of the Pg layer, or 6 km below the surface (top of
the Paleozoic rocks). Since the Paleozoic sedimentary section is less
than 1 km thick in the Anna zone, these earthquakes are clearly
within the pre-Cambrian basement.

P wave arrival times clearly show that crustal structure is different
beneath the Anna and Indiana sub-networks. It appears that a "typical"
mid-continent crustal model is allowed by the Indiana sub-network
data, but the Anna zone has anomalous crustal structure. However, if
we allow the maximum thickness of a P* layer (velocity of 6.63 km/s)
beneath the Anna zone; then the Anna Pg layer is 20 km thick versus
15 km for "typical" mid-continent, and the P* layer is 24 km thick
versus 26.5 km for "typical" mid-continent, and the total Anna crustal
thickness is 43.3 km versus 41.5 km for "typical" mid-continent. The
Anna crustal thickness is still less than values found in the Lake
Superior region. Vertical travel times can be calculated for the various
crustal structures. The difference between Anna and Indiana vertical
travel times is roughly consistent with the teleseismic observations.
The crustal structure determined for the Anna zone implies that the
"felsic" rocks are anomalously thick compared to the "typical" mid-
continent velocity model.
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PREFACE

This is the fifth annual and final report (Parts I and II) of the special
additonal year {Oct. 1991 to Sept. 1992} under the contract NRC-04-
86-122, a continuation of the effort funded under contracts NRC-04-
76-192 and NRC-04-81-195-04. The contract includes maintenance
and systematic processing of a nine station seismic array in Western
Ohio initiated in 1976, and the subsequent expansion in 1981 to
include a four-station array in Indiana. Portions of this report have
been taken directly from earlier reports for completeness. We wish to
express our appreciation to Scott Baird for keeping a wide range of
instruments and computer peripherals in working condition.
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I. Introduction

The mid-continent of North America, between the Appalachian and
Rocky Mountains, has not been the site of significant plate boundary
processes since the Mesozoic. However, large earthquakes have
occurred in several locations. The New Madrid zone is the site of the
largest earthquakes, but several other places also have a history of
significant earthquakes. A seismicity map of larger earthquakes shows
several distinct clusters of earthquakes that trend northeast from the
New Madrid zone to the St. Lawrence River zone in Canada. The first
distinct cluster of significant earthquakes northeast of the New
Madrid region is known as the Anna, Ohio seismic zone (see Figure 1,
which shows all the known earthquakes). The history of felt
earthquakes in the Anna zone dates back to the late 1700's (Bradley &
Bennett, 1965). A revised catalog of Anna earthquakes (Nuttli &
Herrman, 1978; Nutfli & Brill, 1981) indicates that several events of
magnitude 5 or so have occurred in the Anna zone. In addition, many
other earthquakes have occurred in scattered locations in western and
northem Ohio. Three large earthquakes occurred in the Anna seismic
zone in the 1930's: 20 Sept 1931, 2 Mar 1937, and 9 Mar 1937. The
9 Mar 1937 earthquake and an event in 18 June 1875 are thought to
be the two largest events in the Anna zone. Isoseismal maps for the
two events of March 1937 show a maximum intensity of VII, and
shaking with intensity IV extends from Cincinnati and Indianapolis to
Toledo and Detroit (Figure 2). The possibility of future occurrence of
large earthquakes in and around the Anna zone presents significant
earthquake hazards to millions of people.

A program to monitor the seismicity in the Anna zone and the
surrounding region of Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan began in 1977. The
catalog of local events detected and located includes 33 earthquakes
within the Anna zone, plus 47 other events in the surrounding region.
Many other regional earthquakes have occurred to the south in
Kentucky, to the southwest in Illinois and the New Madrid zone, and
further to the northeast beyond Lake Erie. The two largest
earthquakes that have occurred in the Ohio-lndiana-Michigan region
since 1977 are the 31 Jan 1986 Leroy earthquake (in the Cleveland
area) with mb of 5.0, and the 12 July 1986 St. Marys earthquake
(within the Anna seismic zone) with mb of 4.5 (see Schwartz &
Christensen, 1987). Isoseismal maps for these two earthquakes are
shown in Figure 3. The maximum intensity is VI for both earthquakes,
but the region of intensity IV shaking extended from Buffalo, New York
to the Detroit metropolitan area for the Leroy earthquake, while the
intensity IV shaking was mostly confined to western Ohio for the St.
Marys earthquake. The Leroy and St. Marys earthquakes are recent
reminders that damaging earthquakes occur in this region.
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Figure 2. Isose_smal maps for the March 2, 1937 (upper) and the
March 9, 1937 (lower) earthquakes.



Figure 3. Isoseismal maps for the January 31, 1986 (upper) and July
12, 1986 flower) Ohio earthquakes.
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I. 1 Regional Geology & Structure
Mid-continent earthquakes represent a scientific challenge. We

cannot call upon plate boundary motions as the direct cause of mid-
continent seismicity. Thus, why mid-continent earthquakes occur
where they do, and do not, is a difficult question to answer. This
question can be approached from a continent-wide perspective, as in
Sykes, 1978, or by focussing on the immediate structural control of
seismi,'city. Many years of comprehensive research in the New Madrid
zone show that the seismicity may be controlled by a reactivated
graben at the northern end of the Mississippi embayment structural
feature (Braile et al., 1982). Thus, one aspect of our study of the Anna
seismic zone is to investigate any possible association between the
earthquakes and crustal structural features. The regional geology in
and around the Anna seismic zone can be characterized by a variable
thickness of Paleozoic sediments on a pre-Cambrian basement, and
mostly covered by a thin veneer of glacial deposits. There are several
si_cant features in the pre-Cambrian basement. The following brief
description of the regional geology and structural features will start at
the surface in the Anna seismic zone and proceed down and out.

The topography throughout western Ohio is best characterized as
fiat and level with small-scale topographic relief associated with glacial
deposits. The elevation of the seismic stations varies between 226 and
346 m. Thickness of the glacial deposits varies between just a few
meters to 150 meters, and they lie upon Paleozoic sedimentary rock_.
If we remove the glacial deposits, the topographic features are mostly
related to the pre-glacial Teays River, which was about the same size
as the present-day Ohio River. The main channel of the Teays River
trends SE-NW (Figure 4), and the Anna-Champaign Fault may align
with this trend (Figure 5a). Three faults have been postulated to occur
in the Anna region, though none have a clear surface expression.
Various interpretations of basement faulting are described in several
reports and abstracts (Stead (1975), Klefer & Trapp (1975), McQuire
(1975), and Thompson et al., 1976) and are summarized in the report
by Christensen et al. (1986). The best studied fault is the Anna-
Champaign fault (Figure 5a) which shows up to 30 m of vertical offset
from gravity and proprietary seismic reflection surveys. The Logan-
Harding fault is inferred from seismic and well-log data, and it is
postulated to be the extension of the N-S trending Bowling Green fault
which is exposed to the north (Stead, 1975).The postulated Auglalze
fault is based just on well-log data. Figure 5 also shows prominent
lineaments found in LANDSAT images by Jackson et al., 1981. It is
curious that these lineaments seen in the present-day surface
approximately coincide with the inferred faults in the underlying
Paleozoic rocks.

Thickness of the Paleozoic rock section is about 700 m in the Anna
seismic zone and increases greatly in the Michigan basin to the north
and the Appalachian Basin to the east. As seen in Figure 5b, the Anna
seismic zone is near the center of the Indiana-Ohio Platform. These
structures are defined by the top of the pre-Cambrian surface. Three





Figure 5a. Proposed faults and structural lineaments in the Anna
seismic region, with locations of historical earthquakes and recent
microseismicity (after Christensen et al., 1986).
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Figure 5b. The basin and arch structure in the Ohio-lndiana-Michigan
region. The Anna seismic zone is located on a broad basement high.



Figure 5c. Major structures in the crust in the north central United
States (from Bayley and Muehlberger, 1968). The Grenville Front runs
just to the east of the Anna seismogenic zone.



arches radiate away from the Indiana-Ohio platform to separate the
Michigan, Appalachian, and Illinois Basins. While the formation of the
Appalachian Basin can be related to the tectonics of the Appalachian
orogeny, the formation of basins such as the Michigan and Illinois is
more mysterious and contentious.

Since the Paleozoic sediments are only 700 km thick in the Anna
seismic zone, it is likely that the seismicity is occurring within the
pre-Cambrian basement. There are many significant features in the
pre-_ambrian in the Ohio-Indiana-Michigan region. The Grenville
front is a major boundary that separates the Grenville province to the
east from somewhat older pre-Cambrian terranes to the west. The
GrenviUe province is characterized by highly metamorphosed rocks,
while the rocks to the west are slightly older in age and less altered;
sedimentary and volcanic rocks and structures are well preserved. The
Grenville front outcrops in Canada, where it has been extensively
mapped and studied. The proposed extension of the Grenville front
through Michigan and Ohio lies just 50 km to the east of the Anna
seismic zone (Figure 5c).

There are rift events in the pre-Cambrian terranes to the west of the
Grenville front. Lake Superior, far to the north, is the site of the
Keewenaw rift event at about 1.1 billion years ago. The Mid-Michigan
geophysical anomaly trends NW, SE near the center of the Michigan
basin, and is thought to also represent Keewenaw rifting (see Hinze et
al., 1975). The Mid-Michigan anomaly terminates at the Grenville
Front in the vicinity of present-day Ann Arbor. It also appears that a
Keewenawan rift also occurs in northeastern Indiana and western
Ohio. The prima_._, evidence for this rift is: rocks recovered from deep
wells that sample the top of the pre-Cambrian rocks; and positive
gravity and magnetic anomalies in northeastern Indiana, as extended
into western Ohio (see Lucius & Yon Frese, 1988). The Grenville front
in Ohio is dei_med by the westemmost extent of highly
metamorphosed rocks. In the Central Province to the west, many
different rocks have been found. The proposed Keewenawan rift
trends NW-SE, and its northeastern edge is approximately dei_med by
the appearance of a metasedimentary and rhyolitic rocks (see most
recent discussion in Lucius & Von Frese, 1988). Mafic rocks occur
immediately to the southeast and northwest of the Anna zone. Thus, it
appears that the Anna seismic zone occurs within or near to a
proposed Keewenawan rift, just to the west of the intersection of this
rift with the Grenville front.

An east-west COCORP seismic reflection profile was run across Ohio
in 1987 (Pratt et al., 1989). This profile passed through the Anna
seismic network. Figure 6 is shows the main features of this profile.
The Paleozoic sediments are seen as the reflections for two-way times
of about half a second. The strongest features in the pre-Cambrian
basement are the east-dipping reflectors that are associated with the
the Grenvine front; these structures are clearly to the east of the Anna
seismic zone. Moho is not seen in this profile, but is probably "deeper"
than 13 to 15 s two-way time. There is a fairly strong reflector at the
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Figure 6. Some upper crustal features from the COCORP line that
crosses the Anna seismogenic zone (from Pratt et al. 1989). The Anna
zone is located to the west of the major features of the Grenville front.
It appears that a strong reflector terminates Just at the edge of the
Anna zone
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Ohio-lndiana border at 5 s two-way time, but this reflector disappears
near the edge of the Anna seismic zone. One speculative interpretation
might be that this mid-crustal reflector is truncated by the
Keewenawan rift; we shall return to this question later after
consideration of crustal structure.

1.2 The Ohio-Indiana-Michigan Seismic Network
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission sponsored the installation

and operation of a local seismic network from 1976 to 1992. Fifteen
short-period vertical-component stations have been recorded at the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor over this time period. The
original nine stations of the Anna network became fully operational in
June, 1978. The network was extended into Indiana with the
installation of four widely scattered stations in February, 1981. In
addition, two stations in southern Michigan have been recorded at
various times. The original nine stations of the Anna sub-network span
a maximum distance of about 80 km, while the four Indiana stations
span 160 km. Station information is listed in Table 1. Several changes
in seismometers, field equipment, and telemetry have been made over
the years. These changes are well documented in the final reports of
Jackson et al., 1981, Christensen et al., 1986. The network
configuration has been stable since 1986, and we briefly describe the
most recent network characteristics. The seismometers are Teledyne
S-500 1 hz vertical components, with Teledyne 42.50-1 and 46.22
VCOs. The nine stations of the Anna sub-network use radio telemetry
to transmit the signals to a central radio tower in Wapakoneta, Ohio.
The batteries of the Anna stations are recharged by solar panels. The
four stations of the Indiana sub-network are transmitted by leased
telephone lines to the central facility in Wapakoneta, Ohio. At this
central facility, signals from the thirteen stations are multiplexed onto
three telephone lines and are received by the Seismological
Observatory at the University of Michigan. Signals from the two
Michigan stations, ACM in western Michigan and AAM in the vault of
the WWSSN station in Ann Arbor, have been intermittently received by
telephone line and direct radio telemetry, respectively.

The seismic stations are mostly located in rural settings where the
cultural noise is mainly due to agricultural activities. Only the station at
AAM has a controlled environment for the seismometer and system
electronics; the Ohio and Indiana seismometers are shallowly buried
and the electronics are in sheltered enclosures at the surface. The
environmental conditions are characterized by below-freezing
temperatures in the winter and numerous strong thunderstorms in
the summer. The network has been operated at an annual up-time
percentage (percentage of station-days with useful recordings with
respect to the product of number of stations and days in the year)
between 80% and 90% for most years (e.g., Table 2). The up-time
percentage has been lower in recent years; this is largely due to
increases in field equipment failures, e.g. electronic enclosures that
leak water during thunderstorms, weakened support wires for solar

-12-



TABLE 1

STATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OHIO-INDIANA SEISMIC ARRAY

Station Lat.°N Long.°W Elevation Displacement Carrier Subcarrier

Code (Feet) Gain (Peak) (MHz) (Hz)

(xlooo)

AN1 40.4792 84.1309 1003. 246.7 164.0093 1700

AN3 40.5489 83.8121 1070. 246.7 165.8093 1400

AN4 40.2222 83.8978 1134. 493.5 173.1940 1400

AN7 40.8235 83.8602 922. 493.5 171.4060 1700

AN8 40.2441 84.2860 992. 246.7 166.4218 680

AN9 40. 7118 84. 4967 835. 246.7 167. 8090 2040

AN10 40.4729 84.4700 901. 246.7 167.1937 1020

AN11 40.5638 84.6804 895. 246.7 166.6565 1020

AN12 40.9217 84.1823 741. 493.5 163.7937 2040

IN1 40.542 85.894 837. 342.6 phone line 680

IN2 39.939 86.783 872. 342.6 phone line 1020

IN3 39.265 85.785 722. 342.6 phone line 1400

IN4 39.570 84.903 1025. 342.6 lone line 1700

ACM 42.6475 85.8517 880. 342.6 phone line 1700

AAM 42.2997 83.6561 817. 12.5 direct recording
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TABLE 2

STATION RELIABILITY DATA (%)

Stations

Mon£hly AN1 AN3 AN4 AN7 AN8 AN9 AN10 AN11 AN12 IN1 IN2 IN3 IN4 ACM Monthly

Summary Total
OCT 1990 i00 i00 0 100 90 I00 90 90 i00 i00 I00 I00 i0 0 77

NOV 1990 95 95 0 I00 80 I00 85 65 I00 I00 i00 i00 0 0 72

DEC 1990 i00 I00 0 100 I00 i00 95 95 I00 100 0 90 0 0 70

JAN 1991 100 i00 0 100 90 100 90 70 90 i00 0 50 0 0 64

FEB 1991 i00 i00 0 100 80 I00 95 95 I00 i00 20 I00 0 0 71

MAR 1991 i00 i00 12 100 100 i00 95 I00 100 95 0 95 0 0 71

APR 1991 95 95 70 95 95 i00 95 95 95 50 0 0 0 0 63

MAY 1991 95 95 10 100 100 i00 80 80 90 70 0 i0 0 0 59

JUN 1991 100 I00 I0 I00 i00 100 i00 I00 I00 40 0 0 0 0 61

JUL 1991 I00 I00 i00 I00 I00 I00 I00 i00 i00 90 90 30 I00 0 86

AUG 1991 i00 i00 i00 I00 100 80 i00 I00 i00 70 40 40 40 0 76

' SEP 1991 100 i00 I00 100 95 0 90 I00 i00 20 0 0 0 0 58

, Averages 99 99 33 100 94 90 93 91 98 78 29 51 13 0 69



panels and radio antennas, and decreased efficiency of solar panels
and batteries. Typical field maintenance trips consist of replacing
weakened batteries and VCOs that have suffered environmental
damage.

The signals have always been recorded in analog fashion by an ink
pen and paper drum system. The full system response curves are
shown in Figure 7, these are based on the S-500 and L-4C
seismometers for the Ohio and Indiana stations and a 12.5 hz low-pass
_ter used in the recording system. The magnification varies between
stations and day to day, but typically fails in the range from 200,000 to
400,000. Time is kept by a Teledyne Geotech TG-120 clock which is
corrected daily by WWV as received by a Kinemetrics radio, model
WVTR Mark IV.

The network has also been digitally recorded in two different
episodes. In the early 1980's, a PDP 11 computer with analog-to-
digital conversion was used to record the signals. Due to the
combination of cumbersome software, low capacity disk storage, and
low rates of seismicity in the mid-Continent region, this digital system
did not become part of routine operations. In the brief operational
phase of this early system, the incoming electronic signals would be
continuously recorded on analog magnetic tape, which would be
played back through the digital system only when an event was
detected on the ink pen seismograms. This operational style was
reasonable given the small number of earthquakes to be analyzed each
year. Figure 8a shows an example of digital seismograms from this
system. The digital recordings improve the reliability of arrival times
and first motion polarities.

The second episode of digital recording commenced in the summer
of 1991. This new system is based on the software package developed
over many years by Dr. W. Lee and colleagues which is distributed by
the Seismological Society of America and IASPEI. The hardware
consists of two AT-class PCs (on-line and off-line machines) connected
by a LAN, and the on-line machine uses a Data Translation A-D board to
digitize the analog signals and time code. The software package
includes a flexible on-line program with graphical display, and various
off-line programs for seismogram display and processing. Figure 8b
shows seismograms from a local event recorded by this system. In
addition to the desire to produce higher quality recordings, other
motivations to use this digital system include reduction of long-term
operational expense and acquisition of operational experience to
possibly continue operation of the Anna network with on-site digital
recording. Support of the Anna network by the NRC will end in 1992
as the USGS-sponsored USN becomes operational. While the USN
should provide good regional coverage in the mid-Continent area,
there is a strong desire by some persons in the State of Ohio and
companies that own deep injection wells to continue operation of a
local network in and around the Anna zone.
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Figure 8a. Example of a local earthquake recorded digitally with the
old system.
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Figure 8b. Example of new-system digital recording of the recent
March 15, 1992 earthquake (M=3.3) in Lake Erie near Perry, Ohio.
Upper part shows all stations with good P arrivals at AN3, AN4, AN9,
and ANI2. Lower part shows the full digital trace for AN4 with both P
and S arrlvals.
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2. Crustal Structure

Crustal structure for many parts of the mid-Continent region in
Canada and U.SA. has been determined by refraction and reflection
surveys (see compilations of crustal structure studies by SoUer et al.,
1982, and Braile, 1989). However, there are no regional-scale studies
in the Ohio-Indiana-Michigan region. It is important to determine
crustal structure for two reasons: to locate earthquake hypocenters
and to test whether the Anna seismic zone displays any unusual crustal
properties. For the purpose of earthquake location, it is important to
define the travel time curves associated with: the direct P and S
arrivals (Pg and Sg); the Moho refracted P and S arrival (Pn and Sn);
and, if observed as a first arrival, the mid-crustal refracted arrival (P*
and S*). These travel time curves will cover the P and S wave first
arrivals from zero to several hundred kilometers. P wave travel time
curves can be directly obtained by long refraction profiles with
artificial sources, while P and S wave travel time curves can be
determined from seismic network observations of P and S wave arrival
times from earthquakes. As part of Project Early Rise, a long refraction
profile runs through the Michigan Basin and continues through central
Ohio to the east of the Anna seismic zone (see Iyer et al., 1969). Since
southern Michigan and central Ohio are more than 600 km from the
sources in Lake Superior, this refraction line can only be used to
measure the apparent velocity of the uppermost mantle. A refraction
line from artificial sources in Kentucky to the Anna seismic zone was
measured in the summer of 1984 as a joint project with the University
of Kentucky and Memphis State University. The Anna network served
as the terminus of this profile at a distance range from 319 to 400 kin.
Unfortunately, the P waves were quite weak and the arrival times are
quite scattered, but we shall use some information from this profile. As
mentioned in the Introduction, reflection surveys in the Anna zone
have included proprietary shallow surveys that have delineated faults
in the Pa_ozoic sedimentary section, plus a COCORP profile which has
the potential to resolve details of crustal structure down to Moho.
Whether or not this potential is realized depends on several factors.
One example of a COCORP velocity analysis study is the study of Zhu &
Brown (1986) of the COCORP profile across part of the Michigan basin
- even their comprehensive effort was not able to resolve cxustal
velocities beyond mid-crustal depths. Unfortunately, no detailed
velocity analysis of the Anna COCORP has been accomplished. It is
clear that the travel time curves for the Anna region must be
determined from arrival times collected by the Anna network.

As a guide to the crustal structure expected in the pre-Cambrian
Central province, we can look at velocity structures determined for
the New Madrid zone from earthquake arrivals and for the greater
Lake Superior region determined by various refraction studies. The
crustal model of Stewart (1968) has a Pg velocity of 6.1 to 6.2 km/s
down to a depth of 22 km, then a lower crustal velocity of 6.6 km/s
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down to Moho at 40 kin, with a Pn velocity of 8.0 km/s. Mitchell &
I-Iashim (1977) used earthquake arrival times in the New Madrid
region to find a Pg velocity of 6.19 ± .02 km/s out to a crossover
distance of about 100 kin, then a velocity of 6.38 + .06 km/s out to a
distance of 175 km, followed by a velocity of 7.17 km/s ±. 14 out to a
distance of 200 to 250 km; the Pn branch is not found m their study.
For the S waves, they found a velocity of 3.62 + .01 out to 175 km,
followed by a S wave velocity of 4.10 ± .09 km/s out to 200 km.
Mitchell & Hashim (1977) do not find the Moho velocity nor crustal
depth, but their data suggests that Moho is deeper than 40 km.
Several crustal models based on refraction profiles are summarized in
Braile (1989). The "average mid-continent" model is: velocity of Pg
layer is 6.14 km/s with a thickness of 15.9 km, the lower crustal
velocity is 6.82 kin/s, with a total crustal thickness of 42.5 km, and a
Pn velocity of 8.10 km/s.

Travel times at the Ohio-lndiana-Michigan stations from local and
regional events have been measured for many years, and preliminary
analyses have been performed over the years, e.g. in the report by
Christensen et al. (1986). In this study, it was reported that: the first
arrivals between 0 and 200 km could be fit with a velocity of 6.36
km/s and an intercept time of 0.63 s, beyond which a Pn velocity of
8.12 km/s is found for first arrivals from 350 to 1500 km, with an
intercept time of 7.45 s. Secondary arrivals are occasionally observed
in the distance range from 500 to 900 km with an apparent velocity of
6.4 to 6.8 km/s and an intercept time of 3 to 9 s. As for the S wave
arrival, the direct Sg phase is observed from 0 to 200 km with a
velocity of 3.61 km/s and an intercept time 0.80 s; while observations
from 350 to 1500 km give a Sn velocity of 3.58 km/s and an intercept
time of 11.3 s.

An examination of earthquake location procedures for the Anna
network over the years shows that many different crustal models have
been used. In several cases, earthquake locations were tried with
different crustal models with the final location based on the model
that produced minimum RMS residuals for that particular event.
Inhomogeneities in earthquake location procedures, station
distributions, and variations in crustal structure will produce
unwanted scatter in the resultant travel times. The best illustration of
these effects on travel time scatter is simply to plot the data as travel
time versus distance using the catalog values of location and origin
time. Figure 9 shows detailed plots of a few events located within the
Anna seismic zone. It is clear that origin times for each event are
offset with respect to each other. Another illustration of this effect is
to plot the travel times from far-way regional events. As seen in Figure
10, offsets in travel time baselines introduce unwanted scatter in the
travel times, and thus compromise our ability to reliably determine the
apparent velocity across the network. Furthermore, if we divide the
network into the nine-station Anna sub-network and the four-station
Indiana sub-network, there seems to be differences in the apparent
velocities. Thus, to eliminate systematic errors and unwanted scatter
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in our determinations of travel time curves, our analysis must: (1)
allow the baselines, i.e the effective origin times, of each event to be
free variables that are determined simultaneously with the travel time
curves; (2) have the capability of separate tests for the Anna and
Indiana sub-networks; and (3) be able to determine the intercept
times of the travel time curves. The next section describes in detail
the simultaneous linear inversion of arrival time data to find the best
travel tlme curves.

2.1 Simultaneous inversion of arrival times for travel time curves and
origin times

We are confronted with a problem where we do not know the
precise earthquake location nor the crustal structure. In addition,
crustal structure can change across the region of interest. The typical
procedure is to assume one, or more, crustal structures that seem
reasonable and then fred the best possible earthquake locations. As is
well-known, the epicentral location is generally much more reliable
than the hypocentral depth, which "trades-off' with the origin time. If
the event is located within a network of stations, then the epicentral
location will typically show only a weak dependence on crustal
structure, while depth and origin time can still change in direct
correlation with assumed crustal velocity. For events located outside of
a network, the major influence of lateral variations in crustal structure
is to shift the effective intercept time of the travel time curves. One
simple approach to arrival time analysis would be to determine the
best-fit slowness across the network for each event, and then to
average all determinations of slowness over some distance range.
However, it is quite _asy to simultaneously invert the arrival times for
all events in a certain distance range to find the best overall slowness
plus the best origin times.

Epicentral location errors for earthquakes outside of the network
tend to shift all epicentral distances to either greater or lesser values
and thus will not affect the apparent slowness. Earthquakes within the
network that are mislocated can have a more complicated effect on
distances that might produce a best-fit slowness different from the
"true" slowness. Thus, after determination of the travel time curves, a
few earthquakes are relocated to test for any systematic effects.
Perhaps the most important events are those for which the epicentral
distances span a crossover to a faster velocity. The arrival times from
these events determine the intercept times of the higher velocity
travel time curve. The stations that are closer than the crossover
distance are fixed with respect to the overall best-fitting slowness, and
the stations that are further than the crossover distance help fix the
intercept time and slowness of the faster travel time branch. The
intercept times depend upon the crustal structure beneath the
network and beneath the earthquake source. We do not know in
advancewhat are the best choices for crossover distances. Thus, the
arrival time data are inverted to find the: (1) best apparent origin
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times for each event, (2) best-fit slownesses in specified distance
ranges, and (3) the best-fit intercel:t times for each travel time curve
branch. It is necessary to specify the intercept time for the first travel
time curve; zero is the most logical choice, although the "true"
intercept time might be non-zero due to a low-velocity surficial layer
above the earthquake source. Once the best values of slowness and
intercept times are obtained, the crustal velocity model derived from
these quantities must take into account the shift in intercept times
due to source depth. Recall that source depths are not known, nor is
the velocity stn_cture far away from the network. Thus, we must use an
overall average source depth to produce the final value of crustal
thickness.

2.2 Technical details
Let the observed arrival time at the jth station for the ith event be

Tij, and the corresponding epicentral distance will be Xij. We must
specify in advance the number of travel time curve segments and the
distance ranges for each segment. For example, we might try to
explain the observations with three travel time segments with the
following distance ranges: 10 to 80 km, 80 to 150 km, and 180 to 400
kin. In the above example, we are not sure whether the observations in
the range from 150 to 180 km belong to the closer or further travel
time branch, so we leave these observations out of the inverse
problem, though we can still plot these observations. The method
allows for each travel time curve to either be a straight line or a
quadratic curve. In general, there are a total of N travel time segments
with distance ranges Xln to X2n, with n=l to N. If the distance range
for the ith event fails within Xln to X2n, then the synthetic arrival
times are:

tiJ=Oi + (_n + Pn XiJ),
for a straight line travel time curve where Oi is the origin time of the

ith event, _n and Pn are the intercept time and slowness of the n TM
travel time curve. If we use a quadratic curve, then the synthetic
arrival times are:

tij=Oi + (_n + P In Xij + p2nXij2),
where p I n and p2n are the linear and quadratic coefficients of the
travel time curve. For the situation where the distance range for the
ith event spans two different travel time segments, the observations
will be divided into those with distances less than X2n, and those with
distances greater than X ln+l. Then, the synthetic arrival times will be,
for the example of linear travel time curves:

tiJ- Oi + (_n + pnXij} for Xij<_.X2n
= Oi + (_n+1 + Pn+ IXij) for Xij>_.XIn+I.

As discussed above, the events with epicentral distances that span
from X2n to Xln+ 1 will determine the intercept time for the n+l
segment.

The mismatch between the observed and synthetic arrival times is:
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=Tij - tij.
e residuals, rij, can be rearranged into an error vector e by stacking

the row vectors of rij. The observed arrival times, Tij, can likewise be
rearranged into data vector, d. The inverse problem can be stated as
follows: given observations for a total of I events with unknown origin
times Oi, and specification of N travel time segments with unknown

parameters _n and Pn (possibly p In, p2n), determine the origin times
and travel time curve parameters that minimize the squared length of
the error vector. Given the linear dependence between the synthetic
arrival times and all the unknown parameters, this inverse problem is
a standard linear least squares problem. Place all the unknown
parameters, origin times and travel time parameters, into a model
vector m, then the forward problem can be written as:
Am=d,
where d is the data vector described above, and the A matrix is mostly
zeros but with the epicentral distances and "l"s in the appropriate
places. Model estimates are then given by the generalized inverse, A*
{Lanczos, 1961):
m=A*d=(AtA)- IAtd,
where At is the transpose of the A matrix and ( )-1 is the inverse
matrix. In contrast to most problems in geophysics, no damping is
used to construct the generalized inverse; if the AtA matrix is singular,
we must change the model description. Furthermore, it is important
to obtain good estimates of the uncertainties. Thus the model
covariance matrix is calculated:

C=a2A*A*t,

where o2 is the a posteri uniform estimate of data variance. In other

words, ¢_2is the squared RMS value of the residuals:

o2=(._te/(K-M)),
where K is the total number of observations used in the inversion and

M is the total number of model parameters. Since it is not practical to
list all components of the covariance matrices, uncertainties listed for
the travel time curve parameters are the standard deviations, i.e.
square roots of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix.
Slowness values are inverted to velocity. In general, the most
significant covarlance amongst the model parameters is between the
intercept time and slowness; these two parameters covary such that
the resultant travel time curves cross the best-fit curve in the relevant
distance range. This covarlance will be considered when estimating
crustal thickness.

2.3 Results
The results of the arrival time analysis are presented in the following

order, with the section number: (2.3.1) Pg velocity from events within
the Anna sub-network; (2.3.2) Pg velocf,ty from events just outside the
Anna sub-network; (2.3.3) test for the existence of a P* first arrival;
(2.3.4) determination of the Pn crossover distance for the Anna sub-
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network; (2.3.5) analysis of Pn velocity; (2.3.6) Pg/P* for the Indiana
sub-network; (2.3.7) Pn for the Indiana sub-network; (2.3.8) Sg for the
Anna sub-network, and Sg and Sn for the entire network. All of these
results will then be synthesized in the following section (2.4).

2.3.1 Pg from events within Anna network
Events that occurred within the network are observed at distances

from close to 0 out to 60 km. To avoid the departures from a straight
line travel time curve at distances less than the hypocentral depth, a
linear travel time curve is fit to the observations from 15 to 60 km.
The observations and linear travel time curve are shown in Figure 1 l a,
with the raypaths plotted in Figure 1 lb. Note that several arrival times
at distances around 5 km show a positive residual of about half a
second, this is crudely consistent with hypocentral depths of 3 to 6
kin. A detailed examination of hypocentral depth will follow in the
seismicity section. Travel time lines were also fit to the distance
ranges of 10 to 60, 20 to 60, and 35 to 60; the best-fit values for Pg
velocity fall in the range from 6.14 to 6.155 kin/s, well within the
standard deviation of the best-fit velocity for 15 to 60 km as shown in
Figure 11. Thus, our first conclusion is that the Pg velocity out to 60
km in the Anna seismic zone is 6.155 + .055 km/s.

2.3.2 Pg from events outside Anna network
Figure 12a shows the observations at Anna stations from events

outside the network but with at least one station closer than 60 km.
Event locations and raypaths for these earthquakes, and all others, are
shown in Figure 12b. A linear travel time curve fit to the arrival times
between 15 and 60 km gives a Pg velocity of 6.27 km/s, but with a
range from 6.11 to 6.43 km/s. Hence, this result is not significantly
different from the Pg velocity found from the events within the Anna
network. One curious visual feature of the observations in Figure 12 is
the trend from 60 to 90 km where the apparent velocity seems
slower. Beyond 90 km, the arrivals seem to continue with a velocity of
around 6.2 km/s. Indeed, a straight line fit to all observations between
15 and 140 kln gives a velocity that drops to 6.11 km/s, with a range
from 6.06 to 6.16 km/s. Once again, this result is not significantly
different from the Pg velocity from the events within the network.
However, this result implies that the direct Pg phase is observed as
the first arrival out to at least 140 kin.

2.3.3 The existence(?) of a P* first arrival
All observations at the Anna stations in the distance range from 0 to

220 km are used to look for a P* arrival. The apparent velocity for all
data from 15 to 220 km is 6.20 km/s, but the range is 6.17 to 6.23
km/s. Of course, if two travel time curves occur within this distance
range, there would be a systematic scatter in the arrival times.
However, Figure 13 does not display an obvious systematic pattern,
thus there is no strong visual evidence for a crossover to P* in the 90
to 220 km distance range.
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Figure 1 la. Reduced travel times for local earthquakes recorded by
Anna stations witt. simultaneous inversion for the best origin times.
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Figure 1 lb. Raypaths of all the observations in Fig. 1l a. Each
earthquake epicenter is plotted as the different symbols. Outlines of
Ohio and Indiana are plotted; parts of Lake Erie and Lake Michigan are
visible. Tic marks are at every degree of latitiude and longitude. In
addition, the Grenville front is plotted through Ohio as the north-
south curve. The northwest trending lines in the Anna zone are the
bounds of the proposed Keewenawan rift.
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There are 34 events that contribute observations in the distance
range of 0 to 220 km. After we obtain the best-fit origin times and
model parameters, we can calculate the RMS travel times residual for
event; this _dlows us to identify "poor" events with more scattered
arrival times. Hence, we construct a data sub-set of 29 events where
we eliminate the 5 "bad" events with individual RMS values greater
than 0.25 s, A travel time curve fit to the observations between 15 and
220 km now gives a velocity of 6.21 ± .03 km/s; thus the "better" data
set gives essentially the same result as above.

The best-fit velocity between 15 and 220 km is marginally faster
than the best-fit velocity between 15 to 60 km. We can quantitatively
test for the existence of P* by allowing two travel time segments. We
must test fro different values of the hypothesized crossover distance.
Figure 14a shows that the best choice for the crossover distance is
120 km. Figure 14b plots the best-fit velocities and error bars for all
cases. Figure 15 shows the case that offers the best fit to all the
observations, with a break at 120 km. Note the RMS value is .186, only
slightly smaller than the. 193 RMS value for one travel time curve
between 15 and 220 km. The velocities for the two lines (Pg and P*)
are significantly different at one standard deviation, but at two
standard deviations, they are not significantly different from the
overall best-fit Pg velocity of 6.20 ± .03 km/s found for a single line
between 15 and 220 km (see Figure 14b). Thus, while there is no
compelling visual evidence for a crossover to a P* travel time branch, a
P* branch is marginally preferred from the quantitative analysis. To
summ_rize this analysis, a Pg velocity of 6.20 to 6.21 ± .03 km/s is
found for the first arrivals from 15 to 220 km. If this distance range is
divided into a Pg and P* branches with the best-fit crossover at 120
km, then the Pg velocity is 6.11 to 6.125 ± .04 km/s and the P*
velocity is 6.39 to 6.42 ± .10 km/s. Recall that Christensen et al.
(1986) found evidence in secondary arrivals for a P* velocity of 6.63 to
6.68 km/s. These velocities are more typical of lower crustal
velocities; in contrast to the velocity of around 6.4 km/s found in the
above analysis of first arrival data. We shall return to the difficulties in
P* interpretation in section 2.4.

2.3.4 Pn crossover distance to the Anna sub-network
Pn should be observed as the first arrival if we move to larger

distances. To fix the crossover distance and the intercept time, we
must use some earthquakes with distance ranges that span the
crossover. For this purpose, we use earthquakes in western Ohio,
Michigan, Indiana, and northern Kentucky. Figure 16 shows the events
and raypaths to the Anna sub-network. Two travel time curves are fit
to the data between 0 and 340 km, and the distance of the break
between the two lines is varied from 180 to 260 km in 10 km
increments. The statistical results are shown in Figure 17, the best fit
is for a crossover of 220 km. The Kentucky-to-Anna refraction profile
offers additional evidence for a Pn crossover at a distance greater than
200 km. Although the travel times at the Anna stations are quite
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Figure 14a. Determination of the best P* cross-over distance by
statistical analysts. Error (RMS, s) as a function of crossover distance
(solid symbols). Open symbols show calculated crossover distance as a
function of the assumed crossover distance.
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Figure 14b. Pg and P* velocities for the Anna sub-network from
various inversion runs.
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Figure 17. Statistical analysis for Pn velocity to the Anna sub-network.
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scattered and there was some ambiguity as to the nature of these
arrivals, the apparent velocity is clearly much less than 8 km/s out to a
distance of 200 km. The combination of a "slow" crustal velocity and
large crossover distance immediately implies a large crustal thickness.

2.3.5 Analysis of Pn velocity
Pn is observed as the first arrival from 220 km out to several

hundred kilometers. Large earthquakes have occurred to the
northeast, southeast, and south of the Anna network in this distance
range. Thus, we can examine whether there is a difference in Pn
velocities from different azimuths, which could be interpreted as: (i)
dipping Moho, (ii) variable crustal velocity, or (iii) anisotropy. There
are several em-fl_quakes in northeastern Ohio, including the 1988
Perry event, that are shown in Figure 18. The Pn velocity at the
northeast azimuth is 8.07 + .15 km/s from six events, or 8.14 + .14
km/s from just the large 1986 Perry event. Nine events from Figure
16 yield a Pn velocity of 8.29 + .24 km/s. The Michigan and Kentucky
events to the north and south show considerable scatter. If the best
three events from Indiana and Illinois are used in the analysis, i.e.
from a southeast azimuth, then the Pn velocity is 8.24 ± .08 km/s.
Although the Pn velocity from the northeastern Ohio events would
appear to be slower than from the other directions, it is
statistically significant. Clearly, the simplest model, i.e. a constant Pn
velocity with a fiat-lying Moho and a laterally homogeneous crust
beneath the Anna sub-network, is an acceptable model.

All the observations for the Anna sub-network from 0 to 400 km are
inverted in Figures 19 and 20, where a P* branch is allowed in the
latter figure. A total of 44 earthquakes are used in these figures.
Examination of individual event RMS values shows that three events
have residuals greater than .4 s, The "good" data sub-set of 41
earthquakes produces nearly identical results: for just Pg and Pn, the
Pg velocity is 6.20 + .03 kin/s, and _'n is 8.5 ± .4 s with Pn of 8.07 ± .07

kin/s; for Pg, P*, and Pn branches, Pg is 6.12 ± .04 km/s, _* is .75 + .4
s, P* is 6.38 ± .10 kin/s, _n is 8.2 ± .4 s, and Pn is 8.07 ± .07 km/s.
Once again, there is weak quantitative evidence for a P* velocity
branch of 6.42 km/s as a first arrival at the Anna sub-network.
However, for the purpose of locating local and regional earthquakes
with first arrivals, it is quite adequate to use a direct Pg arrival with
velocity of 6.2 kms/out to 220 km, and a linear Pn travel time curve
with velocity of 8.07 km/s and intercept time of 8.2 to 8.5 s.

2.3.6 Pg/P* for the Indiana sub-network
Observations for the Indiana sub-network consists data from IN1

through IN4 plus several readings at BLO (Bloomington, Indiana)
generously provided by the University of Indiana. This sub-network has
only five stations scattered over an aperture of 160 kw with only a few
earthquakes located within the sub-network. Thus the quantity and
quality of results for Indiana fails far behind those for the Anna sub-
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network. Nonetheless, the results are important. Figure 21 shows the
linear travel time curve for all observations in the distance range 0 to
200 km. The immediate and most important conclusion is that the
apparent velocity of 6.68:1:.08 km/s is significantly higher than that
found for the Anna zone overthe same distance range. One additional
way to test this conclusion is to plot the travel times to the Indiana
stations from events within the Anna zone where the Anna stations fix
the origin times. This test is shown in Figure 22, and the apparent
velocity for the Indiana stations is again 6.68 km/s, with an apparent
intercept time of 1.12 + .27 s. Since all the raypaths are from one
direction in Figure 22, we could interpret the Indiana travel times as a
Pg arrival where the velocity increases systematically from northeast
to southwest across Indiana. However, the data in Figure 21 includes
raypaths from the southwest that still yield a velocity of about 6.68
km/s; this velocity is a tTpical value for the P* lower crustal travel time
branch. The Indiana travel times in Figure 22 imply that a crossover
between Pg and P* might occur at a distance less than 100 km, but
this can only be proven by analysis of the Indiana sub-network data in
Figure 21. Unfortunately, the paucity of observations in the distance
range between 0 and 100 km does not allow for a slower Pg travel
time branch to be statistically defined. Although it is possible, and
perhaps even likely, to have a Pg travel time curve with a 6.2 km/s
velocity from 0 out to 100 km, the simplest interpretation for the
Indiana sub-network is to use a single travel time curve with a lower
crustal velocity of 6.68 km/s out to the crossover distance for Pn.

2.3.7 Pn for the Indiana sub-network
Observations of Pn are infrequent and of poor quality for the Indiana

sub-network. Hence, both the crossover distance and the Pn velocity
are poorly determined. Figure 21 shows that the Pn crossover occurs
around a distance of 200 kin; quantitative examination allows the
crossover to be anywi,ere from 180 to 200 kin. Figure23 shows the P*
and Pn branches for Indiana databetween0 and 3O0kin, with an
assumed crossoverat 2OOkin. The P*,_n, and Pnvalues all vary
systemaUcaUyas we change the assumed crossoverdistance. For
example,with an assumed crossoverdistance of 180 kin: P* is 6.51 ±
.09 kin/s, _n is 4.76 ± .72 s, and Pn is 7.92 + .90 km/s (compare these
values v_th those in Fig.23}. Giventhe covariancebetween_n and Pn,
differentsoluUonsproducethe same Pn traveltime at a distance of
200 kin. We shall use this constratnt laterwhen constructing Indiana
crustal models.

Thereare several observationsof Pn in the rangefrom about 2O0to
30Okm as in Figure23, and then there is a largedata gapwith Pn
readings from the northeasternOhio events in the distance range
from390 to 520 kin. Dependentupon: (i}the value chosen for Pn
crossoverdistance: and (U}whether the farawaynortheasternOhio
events are used; the value for Pn velocityvariesbetween 7.9 and 8.6
kin/s, v_th even largerformaluncertainties. The northeasternOhio
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events tend to force a very high velocity. If we use the three readings
from the 1988 Perry event, the velocity is 8.4 km/s. If we use only the
Pn arrivals out to 300 kin, the Pn velocity is 7.92 + .20 km/s for a
crossover distance of 180 km, or 8.45 + .42 km/s fro a crossover of
200 km {Fig. 23). These values are not statistically different from each
other, nor from the Pn velocity for the Anna sub-network.The safest
conclusion is that Pn velocity is not reliably determined, and a
"typical" value of 8.1 km/s for Pn in Indiana is consistent with the
constraints. If we choose a Pn of 8.1 kin/s, then we should a _n {with
respect to P*) of 5.35 s to satisfy the travel time constraints.

2.3.8 S waves
While S waves are well observed from earthquake sources, it is

difficult to reliably pick S arrival times. The data set of S arrival times
is consequently much smaller and of poorer quality than the P wave
data set. Figure 24 shows the S wave arrivals recorded by Anna stations
out to a distance of 200 km. There is good overlapping coverage out to
a distance of 160 kin. Beyond that distance, there are only scattered
disconnected observations at the Anna sub-network. Visual inspection
suggests that the Sn crossover distance is about 180 kin. The best-fit
velocity over distance range 15 to 90 km is 3.68 + .07 km/s (see
Figure 25), faster than the 3.58 km/s value in Figure 24. If we add the
S times from the Indiana stations between 0 and 180 km, the number
of observations increases from 86 to 102; but the best-fit velocity is
still 3.58 + .02 km/s between 15 to 180 km. With the combined data
set, we find best-fit velocities for the distance ranges: 15 to 60, 15 to
100, 15 to 140, and 15 to 180 km. The best-fit Sg velocity
consistently decreases from 3.75 + .09 km/s for 15 to 60 km to 3.59 +
.03 km/s at 15 to 140 km, then remains about the same for 15 to 180
kin. This decrease in apparent Sg velocity beyond 60 km is similar to
the behavior observed in the Anna P wave data - but more pronounced.
We can not reconcile a change to a slower velocity with distance in the
context of a horlzontally layered crustal model.

To summarize, Figure 25 shows that if we allow two travel time
curves, the S waves prefer a velocity of 3.68 + .07 km/s up to 90 km
and 3.55 ± .05 km/s from 90 to 180 km. A value of 3.75 km/s is found
for Sg in the distance range of 15 to 60 kin. For the purpose of
comparison with the Anna Pg velocity, the best Sg velociW between 0
and 180 km is: 3.58 + .03 km/s. Although we would like to use Just the
Indiana sub-network to separately constrain Sg in Indiana, the few
observations do not allow for meaningful results.

We can make better use of all the S wave observations if we fix the
origin times of each event by use of the P wave inversion origin times.
This allows even one S wave arrival time for an event to give some
information on the travel time curves. Figure 26 shows all Anna station
S times with origin times fixed by the inversion results from Figure
20. The travel time curves plotted in Figure 26 are for a Sg velocity of
3.58, and a Sn velocity of 4.56 km/s with an intercept time of 11.5 s.
The safest statement is the S arrival times in the Ohio-Indiana-
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Figure 24. S waves. Reduced S travel times to Anna sub-network. Sg
travel time branch is fit between 15 to 180 km, with a velocity of
3.58+.03 km/s.
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IAnes are fit to 15 to 90 and 90 to 180 km distance ranges.
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Michigan region can be reasonably well-explained with a single simple
model that uses typical Sg and Sn velocities.

2.4 Crustal structure models

The apparent velocities and intercept times of linear travel time
curves can be directly translated into crustal models. A more general
statement is that the apparent velocities and intercept times of the
first arrival travel time curves place strong constraints on crustal
structure. I shall first determine the simplest crustal models for the
Anna and Indiana rcgiGns, then variations of these models will be
considered.

I

2.4.1 Interpretative framework
The simplest interpretation of the results for the Anna sub-network

is a homogeneous crust overlying a fiat Moho. The main complication
is that the source depth is not at the surface; thus the measured Pn
intercept time is less than that for a surface source. The equation for
travel time as a ftmction of distance for the direct Pg arrival is:
T(X)- {X2+z2} I/2/Vg={ 1+z2/X 2} I/2 X/Vg
where X is epicentral distance, z is source depth, and Vg is the Pg
velocity. As X becomes much larger than z, the travel time curve
becomes a straight line with T(X)-(X/Vg). If we add a low-velocity
surficial layer with velocity VL and thickness hL, then the following
formulas must be used to calculate X(p) and T{p) as a function of ray
parameter, p:
X(p)ffip[z/Tl{Vg,p-1) + hL/TI{VL,p-1)]

T(p)f[z/(Vg2Tl(Vg,p-1)) + hL/fVL2TI(VL,p'I))],

where the vertical slowness is _ (A,B)=(1/A2- 1/B2)1/2.As p approaches
1/Vg, it is possible to rearrange the above equations to write travel
time as a function of X:

T(X}ffi_ + X/Vg= TI(VL,Vg)hL + XfVg
Thus, a thin surflcial low velocity zone basically imparts a constant
time shift of 11{VL,Vg}hLto the direct Pg travel travel line. In our data
analysis, the intercept time of the Pg travel time line is set equal to
zero. Therefore, our determination of velocity structure ignores any
surflcial low-velocity layer above the source depths, and crustal
thickness is "approximately" referenced to the top of the layer with Vg
velocity. The exact influence of a surficial layer will be considered in a
following section on hypocentral depths. For the case of the Ohio-
Indiana region, the thickness of the Paleozoic sedimentary layer is less
than one kilometer.

We now focus on the downgoing head waves, where we ignore the
influence of a thin surficial low-velocity layer. The theoretical travel
time for a P* arrival is:



T(X)-_ + X/V* = 2Tl{Vg,V*}{hl-Z/2) + X/V*,
for distances greater than the critical distance,
X*crit-[ (2h I-z) / (_I(Vg,V*)V*)],
where hl is the thickness of the Vg layer and z is the source depth.
Given the presumed existence of a lower crustal V* layer, the
theoretical travel time for the Pn arrival is:

T(X)=_ + X/Vn - 2(Tl(Vg,Vn)(hl-zl2) + TI(V*,Vn)h2) + X/Vn,
for distances greater than the Critical distance,
Xncrit-2[(h l-z/2) ITIWg,Vn) + h2/Tl(V*,Vn)]/Vn,
where h2 is the thickness of the V* layer. If we choose a crustal model
that has only the Vg layer for the entire crust, then:
_=2Tl(Vg,Vn) (h l -z / 2),

Xncrit-- (2h l-Z) / (VnTl(Vg,Vn)),
where h l is now crustal thickness.

The data analysis provides us with the apparent velocity and _ of a
travel time line. While the apparent velocity can be directly equated to
the averaged fiat-lying layer velocity, the above equations show that
intercept time is systematically decreased by the source depth. It is
always possible to define an "apparent" Vg layer thickness as:
h'---hl-Z/2.

We see that the true layer thickness can be found from hl=h'+zl2 after

we determine the earthquake depth. Since the _ for Pn (hereafter m)
is determined from several earthquakes over the Ohio-Indiana-
Michigan region, it is quite possible that earthquake depths are
different; this scatter in model assumptions will contribute to the

statistical uncertainty in _n. The best-fit value for _n is then referenced
to the average source depth for those earthquakes that control
intercept time.

2.4.2 Models: Anna sub-network
Data analysis for the Anna sub-network indicates a Pg velocity of 6.20

to 6.21 kmls with a Pn velocity and intercept of 8.07 km/s and 8.2 to
8.5 s. These values give an apparent crustal thickness, h °, of 39.8 to
41.0 km. If we translate the standard error of _n intercept times (!_).4
s) into crustal thickness error, keeping velocities the same, we find an
error of _:2 km. In detail, errors in _n and Pn covary such as to reduce
the error in crustal thickness. For example, the covariance from the
inversion in Figure 19 translates into a depth error of +1.4 km rather
2.0 kin. However, in the following analysis we will quote the more
conservative errors based on _n errors.

Recall that there is evidence of a P* layer, either as: (i) an unusually
low velocity as a first arrival; or (ii) a second arrival. We use the
inversion results of Figure 20 to find an apparent Pg layer thickness of
hi'=8.9_4.3 kin, and a P* layer thickness of 32.2 km with an error of

.+.2.3 km from the uncertainty in m, and an error of -+4.8 km from the
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±4.3 km error in hi'. These results give a crustal thickness of 41.1 ±
2.8 kin. To consider the effect of P* as a second arrival, we shall
assume a value for P* and then find the maximum thickness of the
lower crustal P* layer. For example, choose a value of 6.63 km/s for P*.
Then with a _* of 2.25 s, the P* travel time curve passes through the

Pg-to-Pn crossover at 220 km in Figure 19. Choosing _* in this fashion
yields the maximum thickness of the P* layer and total crustal
thickness. From these parameter values, the layer thicknesses of hl'
and h2 are 19.7 and 23.6 km, respectively, with a total (apparent)
crustal thickness of 43.3 km, which is only 4 km thicker than the
estimate from a single layer with Pg velocity. It is possible to derive a
general relationship for total apparent crustal thickness for measured
values of Vg, Vn, and ,:n, and assumed value of V*:

hcrustf(_n/2Tl(Vg,Vn))[_(Vg,V*)/Tl(Vg,Vn) + (Tl(Vg,Vn)-

"q(Vg,V*)) /'rl(V*,Vn) ]

=h' [TI(Vg,V*)/TI(Vg,Vn) + (TI(Vg,Vn)-n(Vg,V*))/TI(V*,Vn)]
This formula provides a shortcut to the intermediate results from the

above two-layer crust formulas, and shows the effect of an assumed
lower crustal layer as a factor multiplying the apparent crustal
thickness h'. Figure 27 shows the numerical value of this factor for
assumed V* velocities ranging from Vg to Vn. For our measured values
of Vg and Vn, the maximum crustal thickness is 45.2 km for V* of 7.4
km/s. Note that the above analysis presumes that V* is greater than
Vg; it is possible to reduce the total crustal thickness if we allow the
lower crustal velocity to be less than Vg.

Of course, the minimum thickness of the lower crustal layer is 0 km,
but the fact that a velocity of about 6.6 to 6.7 km/s is sometimes
observed as a second arrival would argue that a faster lower crustal
layer of some thickness less than 24 km does exist.

Analysis of Anna sub-network S arrival times gives an Sg velocity of
around 3.7 km/s between 0 and 60 km distance, and a velocity of 3.58
km/s for 0 out 180 km. The best estimate of Sn is 4.56 to 4.58 km/s
(also see Christensen et al., 1986). The Sg times in Figure 26 seem to
be offset by several tenths of a second. This offset with respect to the
Pg baseline is consistent with a thin low-velocity surficial layer. If we
use an apparent crustal thickness of 40 km from the above simple P
model together with the above Sg and Sn velocities, then the
intercept time for the Sn branch is 13.94 s. Theoretical travel time
curves for this simple S model are plotted in Figure 26; the predicted
Sn line fits one group of Sn arrivals. The Sn intercept time of 11.3 s
from Christensen et al. (1986) seems to fit the other '_ranch" of Sn

arrivals in Figure 26. Crustal thickness for a _n of 11.3 s is only 32 km.

This ambiguity in _n cannot be resolved at present, more high-quality
S times are required, that a lower crustal S velocity is not observed by
the Anna sub-network. If one accepts a lower crustal layer for the P
waves, then the S model can be modified by assuming a Poisson's ratio.
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2.4.2 Indiana sub-network
The simplest model is to assume that the apparent velocity of 6.68

km/s is Pg, and assume a Pn and _n of 8.1 km/s and 5.35 s. This yields
an apparent crustal thickness of 31.5 kin. This value is much thinner
than found in other parts of the Central Province. We would anticipate
that a more typical Pg upper crustal layer should exist. The data
analysis would allow a Pg velocity of 6.2 km/s out to a crossover
distance of perhaps 100 kin, with a _* of 1.12 s (see Figure 22}. With
this assumption, the thickness of the Pg layer would be 9.3 kin. The
P* layer would be 26.6 km thick and the total crustal thickness is then
35.9 kin.

Additional evidence for a "faster" crustal structure beneath Indiana,
as compared to Anna, comes from the average teleseismic P wave
residuals as compiled by Christensen et al. (1986). Figure 28 shows
that the Indiana stations are 0.2 to 0.5 s faster than the Anna stations.
In detail, AN11 is faster than the other Anna stations, but strong
azimuthal dependence of the travel time residuals complicates any
detailed explanation. Nonetheless, the half second difference between
Indiana and Anna corroborates the notion of a thinner crust or a faster
crust, or both, beneath Indiana as compared to the Anna region. The
clear differences in the P travel time data between Anna and Indiana
translate into significant differences in crustal structure. Figure 29
shows the various crustal models, referenced to the top of the Pg
layer, and vertical travel times. The teleseismic residuals will depend
on the one-way vertical times from 50 up to 0 km depth, and the
postulated crustal models predict that Indiana teleseismic residuals
will be 0.3 s faster than Anna, more or less consistent with the
teleseismic observations. The two-way Moho times in Figure 29 are
not in violation of the COCORP profiles in Pratt et al. (1989). The
paucity of S arrival times for the Indiana sub-network does not allow
for any significant distinctions between Anna and IndiaLa for the S
wave structure.

Figure 29 also shows vertically averaged parameters for the average
mid-continent model of Braile (1989}. While the crustal thickness of
any Anna model is the same as the average mid-continent model,
average crustal velocity for Anna is anomalously slow. It appears that
Indiana, with a well-developed P* layer, is consistent with the "typical"
average mid-continent crustal structure. Our estimate of the crustal
thickness for Indiana is thinner than the mid-continent average, but
this difference is probably not statisticaUy significant. Thus, the safest
statement is that the Anna zone would appear to be anomalously slow
in its crustal structure compared to the average mid-continent crustal
model - an important conclusion given its seismicity.
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Date Origin Time Location Magnitude Depth

No Year Mo Da Hr Mi Sec (GMT) Lat. #N Long. #W (duration) (km)

44 1987 02 01 12:01:55.7 39.23 82.43 (UK)

45 1987 03 27 07:29:30.5 35.57 84.23 (CERI) 4.2 mbLg 19

46 1987 06 I0 23:48:54.0 38.80 87.90 (NEIS) 4.9 mb 5
47 1987 06 ii 00:15:50.0 38.87 87.95 (SLU) --
48 1987 07 ii 00:04:29.5 36.10 83.82 (CERI) 3.6 --

49 1987 07 13 05:49:18.9 41.90 80.73 (JCU) 3.8 mbLg 2

50 1987 07 13 07:52:12.2 41.90 80.70 (JCU) 3.0 mbLg 2

51 1987 07 13 13:05:23.1 41.91 80.75 (JCU) 2.9 mbLg 2

52 1987 07 16 04:49:40.3 41.91 80.75 (JCU) 2.7 mbLg 2

53 1987 08 31 17:12:35.2 38.30 89.71 (SLU) 3.1 mbLg 9
54 1987 09 29 00:04:57.5 36.84 89.21 (SLU) --
55 1987 I0 14 15:49:40.3 37.05 88.78 (SLU) 3.8 m --

bLg

56 1987 ii 17 15:52:21.4 38.73 87.9S 3.2 mbLg --
57 1988 01 05 14:39:17.9 38.74 87.96 3.3 m --

bLg

58 1988 09 07 02:28:08.6 38.13 83.87 (UK) 4.5 mb i0

59 1988 i0 05 00:38:52.4 38.70 87.90 (NEIS) 3.4 mb --

60 1988 I0 22 16:46:29.6 40.45 84.11 2.2 mL --

61 1988 12 08 02:10:41.2 40.55 84.43 i.i mL --

62 1989 01 04 16:06:34.1 40.64 84.26 0.7 mL 5

63 1989 04 27 16:47:50.8 36.02 89.77 (SLU) 4.4 md --

64 1989 05 14 00:16:09.6 36.74 89.71 (SLU) 3.9 md --

65 1989 07 15 00:08:01.8 38.70 85.58 (UK) 3.1 mbLg 7

66 1990 01 24 18:20:26.6 38.10 86.47 (UK) 4.0 mb --

67 1990 01 30 03:48:00.9 40.65 84.31 1.0 mL __

68 1990 03 02 07:01:16.8 38.90 89.10 (NEIS) 3.4 mbLg I0

69 1990 03 09 21:01:54.9 38.11 86.44 (UK) 2.9 m b --

70 1990 04 17 10:27:36.5 40.49 84.83 2.2 m L --

71 1990 06 04 Ii:26:48.7 41.08 83.51 2.3 m L --

72 1990 09 26 13:18:51.3 37.17 89.58 (NEIS) 4.6 mbLg --

73 1990 i0 24 08:20:04.3 38.31 88.99 (NEIS) 3.5 mbLg .... --

74 1990 12 17 05:24:59.1 40.13 87.14 (UM) 3.2 mbLg .... --

75 1990 12 20 14:04:17.6 39.60 86.42 (UM) 3.6 mbLg .... --

76 1991 03 07 10:52:57.6 39.56 86.42 (UM) 0.6 m d --

77 1991 05 04 01:18:54.9 36.56 89.82 (SLU) .... 5.0 mbLg .... --

78 1991 07 24 21:37:12.3 39.75 84.59 (UM) 1.0 md --

79 1991 ii ii 09:20:47.2 38.7 87.9 (NEIS) 3.8 mbLg --

NEIS: National Earthquake Information Service.CERI: Center for EarthquakeResearch and Information,UK:
University of Kentucky, UM: University of Michigan, SLU" St. Louis University, JCU: John Carroll University,
D&G: Dewey and Gordon, 1984
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Figure 29A. Map of seismicity in and around the Anna seismic zone,
over the entire period of network operation. Epicenters are from
Table 3. There were no reliable local epicenters determined in the
period from Sept. 1991 to Sept. 1992, although some activity in
Indiana was detected.
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3. Seismicity

Table 3 lists the earthquakes that have occurred in the Ohio-
Indiana-Michigan region since 1977. All listed epicenters are plotted
in Figure 29A. Many regional events that occurred in adjacent regions
are not listed as they appear in the earthquake catalogs of other
regional networks. We shall present detailed discussions of
hypocentral depths of Anna zone earthquakes, then offer more
speculative results on the association with basement features.

3.1 Earthquake depths
One curious feature of Anna seismicity is the cluster of earthquakes a

few kilometers southeast of station AN1. A glance at Figure 1la shows
that 6 earthquakes occur close enough to stations such that the travel
time deviation from a straight line is detected; 5 of these events are in
this Anna cluster. Hyp'_central depth is essentially determined by this
travel time deviation and the epicentral distance of the closest station.
These 5 events not only allow hypocentral depth to be determined,
but should also give a clear indication of the expected scatter. The
inversion of the arrival times for these 5 events is shown in Figure 30,
where we also plot the arrival times grouped by station. Theoretical
curves are also shown for hypocentral depths of 4 and I0 km for a
velocity of 6.2 km/s, the overall best velocity for Pg recorded by the
Anna stations. Figure 30 shows that the scatter in arrival times at AN1
is no greater than the scatter at the other stations. Thus, the scatter at
AN1 can be attributed to statistical errors in the readings rather than
hypocentral depth variations. In other words, the data are consistent
with all five events occurring at the same depth. It seems that a good
choice for the depth is around 5 km.

We now consider in detail the influence of a low-velocity surficial
layer. A straightforward estimate of hypocentral depth comes from the
travel time residual at X=0 with respect to the best-fit straight line
travel time curve projected back to the epicenter. Let the travel time
at X=0 be TO = z/Vg, then for a model with just the Pg layer, we would
estimate the depth as:
z-Vg TO .
Now, let the crustal model have a surflcial layer with thickness hL and
velocity VL. The true travel time at x=o is:
To=z/Vg+ hL/VL,
where z is the depth from the top of the Vg layer. Data analysis of the
arrival times finds the travel time curve given by:
T(X)= I: + X/Vg

T{X)= hLTI(VL,Vg) + X/Vg .
Thus, the apparent travel time at X-0 will be:

Tapp=T0 - _ - TO - hLTI{VL,Vg)= z/Vg + hL(1/VL- TI(VL,Vg)}.
But we would still estimate depth as:

Zapp- Vg Tapp = z + hLVg(1/VL - TI(VL,Vg)) = z + hLf
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where f is a non-dimensional factor that depends solely on the
velocities Vg and VL. Of course, the true hypocentral depth with
respect to the surface is:
Zsurf= z + hL = Zapp + hL(1-j_.
To calculate a particular example relevant to the Anna zone, let Vg=6.2
km/s, VL=5.0 km/s (see Zhu & Brown, 1986; Braile, 1989; for
velocities of Paleozoic sedimentary layer), then f= 0.507 and Zap p is
depth below the top of the Pg layer plus half the thickness of the
surllcial low-velocity layer. For the example of the Anna zone
earthquakes, the Paleozoic section thickness is less than one
kilometer, so we can obtain the "best" estimate of hypocentral depth
from the top of the VL layer (i.e. the "surface") by adding half a
kilometer to the apparent depths found above. Apparent hypocentral
depth will be further tested in the next section.

Two other earthquakes occur within 5 kilometers of a station. The
earthquake of 10/22/88 occurs slightly north of the Anna "cluster" and
just 3 km to the southeast of AN1. The travel time residual at AN1 is
about one second. If we assume that this reading is not in error and
that the epicentral distance is correct, then the apparent hypocentral
depth of the earthquake is more than 10 km. The earthquake of
8/25/85 is located 6.4 km to the northwest of station AN12, and the
residual at AN12 is 1.2 to 1.4 s. Again, this implies an apparent depth
of more than 10 km. To minimize the source depth, we can simply
place the epicenter at AN12, but the hypocentral depth is still 8 km.
There are no other earthquakes in this vicinity, thus we can not
decide whether the AN12 reading is in error, or if the 8/25/85 event
really is deeper than the events in the Anna cluster.

Hypocentral depth variations cm_ theoretically be determined by the
shift in crossover distance. However, reliable results would require
that the crossover distance be well resolved, and that crustal structure
is known to great precision. I do not believe that either condition is
satisfied for the Anna data set.

3.2 Relocations of Anna cluster earthquakes
This cluster is one of the most interesting spatial features in the

Anna seismici W over the time period studied. The locations of events
in the AN1 cluster are all within 3.5 km of each other. These locations
are based on the different procedures and possibly different crustal
velocity models over the years. Hence, I have relocated four of the best
recorded events in the AN1 seismicity cluster with the same program
using a single upper crustal velocity of 6.2 km/s. In addition to the P
arrival, S wave arrival times have been used for stations AN8, AN4,
AN11,and AN9 for the 1/4/81 event. The hypocentral depth is fixed
and the program finds the best epicenter and origin time. The best
depth can then be selected by the overall minimum RMS. Except for
the 5/19/81 event which has the smallest positive residual at AN1, the
best depths are all 5 to 6 km. In addition, the locations are virtually
identical to a fraction of a kilometer! We can conclude that these
earthquakes define a very small source region that has generated half
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Figure 30. Reduced arrival times from Anna swarm events recorded
by Anna stations. For this plot, different symbols represent different
stations. The legend is given at the right, with stations listed as
follows: AN1, AN3, AN4, AN7, AN8, AN9, AN10, AN11, and AN12. The
two theoretical travel time curves are for Pg=6.2 km/s and with two
source depths, 5 and 10 km.
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of the Anna zone events over a few years. This cluster is located just
north of the trace of the Anna-Champaign fault and its intersection
with the postulated Auglaize fault. The 8/25/85 event is relocated with
a crustal velocity of 6.2 km/s; the location stays at the same place. The
largest event in western Ohio in the last two decades, 1986 St. Mary's
earthquake, is clearly located about 30 km to the west of the Anna
cluster. Given the uncertainties in the locations of the old Anna
earthquakes of the 1930's, one could place those old events at various
locations along the Anna-Champaign fault from the 1986 St. Marys
event to the Anna cluster.

One important conclusion is that several earthquakes in the Anna
zone are located within a few kilometers of a station, thus the
hypocentral depths can be reliably determined for those events with
good recordings. All six earthquakes with reliable hypocentral depths
occur within the pre-Cambrian basement.

3.3 Focal Mechanisms
It is quite difficult to obtain reliable focal mechanisms for small local

and regional earthquakes. The best focal mechanism available for the
Anna zone is for the 1986 St. Marys earthquake. This event was widely
recorded by stations at all azimuths in mid-continent region, and
Schwartz & Christensen (1987) determined the strike-slip
mechanism that is shown in Figure 3 l a. One nodal plane strike is
somewhat similar to the strike of the postulated Anna-Champaign fault.
The other large earthquake in Ohio in the past decade was the 1986
Perry earthquake, and it's focal mechanism is remarkably similar to
the St. Mary's mechanism (Figure 3 lb). One obvious interpretation is
that both earthquakes are responding to the same crustal stress state.
Based on other types of stress measurements, Zoback e_td Zoback
(1980) characterized the stress field in the Ohio region as east-west
compression. Indeed, the pressure axes for both the St. Marys and
Perry earthquakes are horizontal with a nearly east-west strike. Thus,
the simplest explanation is that the focal mechanisms of both the St,
Marys and Perry earthquakes reflect the same crustal stress regime
across the state of Ohio.

The recent occurrence of several earthquakes in Indiana offers the
opportunity to test whether the Ohio stress regime continues into
Indiana. The Indiana earthquakes are not as large as the two 1986
events, thus fewer readings are available. Unfortunately, the readings
are inconsistent and it is not possible to find a good focal mechanism.

i

3.4 Association of seismicity with structural features

Recall that the hypocentral depth analysis indicates that the
hypocentral depths azv about 5 km or so, well into the pre-Cambrian
basement throughout western Ohio, Indiana, and southern Michigan.
The Grenville front is a major crustal feature, but it does not appear to
serve as the major locus of seismicity; the Anna zone is clearly to the
west of Grenville front, and the major reflectors within the Grenville
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Figure 31a. Focal mechanism of the July 12, 1986 St. Marys
earthquake. Compressional arrivals are shown as solid symbols, and
dilatatlonal arrivals are shown as open symbols. The P and T axes are
also shown.
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Figure 31b. Focal mechanism of the January 31, 1986 Perry
earthquake.
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front dip to east away from the Anna zone (Pratt et al., 1989). It does
appear that the Anna earthquakes occur near the northern boundary of
the inferred Keewenawan rift. In fact, it is possible to speculate that
the Anna-Champaign fault which cuts through the Paleozoic section
coincides with the northern boundary of the rift. Several earthquakes
occur north of the Anna zone and the rift, roughly scattered on both
sides of the Grenville front to the crest of the Findlay Arch in Lake
Erie.

There are only two confirmed tectonic earthquake_ in southern
Michigan (Fujita & Sleep, 1990), the 1947 Coldwater earthquake and
the small 12/23/82 event that occurred northwest of the Coldwater
event. Both earthquakes occurred close to basement lineation that had
been identified by magnetic and gravity data (Hinze et al., 1975). Hinze
et al. (1975) speculated that this lineation might be a dike. In another
interpretation, the basement geology map shows a terrane boundary
that crudely coincides with this basement lineation. One speculative
suggestion is that the two Michigan earthquakes may have occurred
along the same linear crustal feature.

Prior to 1990, only a few isolated events had been located in
Indiana after 8 years of monitoring, which seemed to support the
notion that there was a relatively aseismic region between the Anna
zone the Wabash River seismic zone. However, three felt earthquakes
have occurred from December 1990 to July 1991. These earthquakes
are scattered about central Indiana and they now indicate that a long-
term view of the seismicity might have a continuous zone from New
Madrid all the way to the Anna zone, albeit not with the same
intensity. The recording of these events in the last years of operation
of the Anna network is a reminder that 14 years of microseismicity
monitoring may not give us a completely representative view of mid-
continent seismicity.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

4.1 Crustal structure
P wave arrival times clearly show that crustal structure is different

beneath the Anna and Indiana sub-networks. It appears that a "typical"
mid-continent crustal model is allowed by the Indiana sub-network
data. In this context, the Anna zone has anomalous crustal structure.
However, if we allow the maximum thickness of a P* layer (velocity of
6.63 km/s) beneath the Anna zone; then the Anna Pg layer is 20 km
thick versus 15 km for "typical" mid-continent, and the P* layer is 24
kin thick versus 26.5 km for "typical" mid-continent, and the total
Anna crustal thickness is 43.3 km versus 41.5 km for "typical" mid-
continent. The Anna crustal thickness is still less than values found in
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the Lake Superior region. We can compare the vertical travel times
through the Anna zone to other crustal structures in Figure 29. The
difference between Anna and Indiana vertical travel times is roughly
consistent with the teleseismic observations. A receiver function study
in the Anna zone would provide additional constraints on the crustal
travel time.

Recall that a Keewenawan rift has been proposed to pass through
the Anna seismic zone. Our results for the Anna zone crustal velocities
argue against the" existence of a Keewenawan rift similar to the one in
Lake Superior. Maflc igneous rocks such as basalts and gabbros usually
have seismic velocities of 6.5 km/s or higher. Indeed, seismic
refraction studies across the Lake Superior rift in Minnesota and
Wisconsin show that a P velocity of at least 6.5 km/s is encountered at
a depth of 3 to 5 km (Cohen & Meyer, 1966; Braile, 1989). Refraction
profiles across Lake Superior show that velocities of 6.8 km/s are
encountered at depths less than 10 km (Smith et al., 1966), despite
the thick accumulation of rift-related sediments. The mid-Michigan
geophysical anomaly is also a Keewenawan rift, and basaltic rocks are
encountered beneath the thick Paleozoic sediments of the Michigan
Basin. Therefore, the crustal velocity of 6.2 km/s in the Anna zone is
not consistent with a Keewenawan rift underlain with mafic igneous
rocks.

It seems that the current interpretation of a basaltic Keewenawan
rift in the Anna zone is based largely on the presence of positive
gravity anomalies and the occurrence of mafic igneous rocks in parts
of western Ohio. A critical view of the geophysical evidence shows that
the positive gravity anomaly in the Anna zone compared to the Cent_.al
Province is about 30 regals (see Lucius & Von Frese, 1988). while #kle
gravity anomaly over the Lake Superior rift system is about 90 mg_s in
Lake Superior and 30 to 40 regals in Minnesota-Wisconsin. To provide
more examples, the gravity anomaly over the: mid-Michigan rift
system is about 40 to 50 mgals; the postulated rift in Kentucky-
Tennessee (Keller et al., 1982) is 60 to 80 mgals; and for the New
Madrid rift system, the anomaly is 30 to 40 mgals. Thus, the gravity
anomaly over the Anna zone is indeed consistent with a Keewenawan-
type rift. However, another characteristic of the Keewenawan rifts in
Lake Superior, mid-Michigan, and Kentucky-Tennessee are strong
positive magnetic anomalies: more than 500 gammas across Lake
Superior; about 500 gammas across the mid-Michigan anomaly; and
several hundred gammas across the Kentucky-Tennessee anomaly.
Localized positive anomalies of several hundred gammas are also found
across the edges of the New Madrid rift complex. In contrast, there isi

no significant magnetic anomaly correlated with the gravity high in the
Anna zone. The largest short-wavelength magnetic anomalies in Ohio
are associated with the Grenvine front and the Seneca Anomaly just to
the east of the GrenviUe front. In comparison, magnetic anomalies
throughout the Central province in western Ohio are smooth
anomalies with low amplitude. Indeed, Lucius & Von Frese (1988)
comment on the extension of the Keewenawan rift from Indiana into
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western Ohio: 'The southeastward-trending Fort Wayne limb is
characterized by a series of strong, mostly positive gravity anomalies in
association with a correlative trend of weakly defined magnetic
minima." These magnetic characteristics are different from the other
mid-continent rifts. Furthermore, basement lithologies for deep wells
in Ohio (Lucius & Von Frese, 1988) show some mafic igneous rocks
along the intersection of the Keewena_van rift and the Grenville front
and further to the south, and for one site in the northwestern comer
of Ohio, but the igneous rocks found in the Anna zone are
characterized as "felsic" or "intermediate". This limited direct
sampling of the pre-Cambrian basement in the Anna zone suggests a
more typical "felsic" upper-crustal rock type. Indeed, examination of
the early basement lithology map of Bayley & Muehlberger (1968)
shows their interpretation that the igneous rocks in the Anna zone are
"acidic", as opposed to 'basic" in the Indiana segment of the rift. Thus,
a Keewenawan rift may indeed extend from northeastern Indiana
through the Anna zone southward to Kentucky-Tennessee, and it may
be characterized by shallow maflc igneous rocks over most of its
length, but the extrusive igneous rocks appear to be "felsic" in the
Anna zone. Furthermore, the crustal structure determined for the
Anna zone implies that the "felsic" rocks are anomalously thick
compared to the "typical" mid-continent velocity model.

4.2 Seismicity
The two largest earthquakes in Ohio over the last two decades are

the july 12, 1986 St. Marys earthquake in the Anna zone and the
January 31, 1986 Perry event in the Cleveland area. Focal mechanisms
for these two events are essentially identical strike-slip mechanisms
with an east-northeast striking compressional axis. There is weak
evidence that focal mechanisms of Indiana earthquakes might be
different. Fourteen years of seismic monitoring at Anna has found: 34
events in westem and central Ohio; 5 events in northeastern Ohio; 1
event in Michigan; and 7 events in Indiana. Of the 34 events in
western and central Otno, 21 are _thm the Anna sub-network. The
most notable spatial clustering of events is the cluster of 12 events just
five kilometers southeast of station AN1. Hypocentral depth analysis of
these earthquakes shows that they could all be at the same depth of 5
km below the top of the Pg layer, or 6 km below the surface (top of
the Paleozoic rocks). Since the Paleozoic sedimentary section is less
than 1 km thick in the Anna zone, these earthquakes are clearly
within the pre-Cambrian basement. Hypocentral depths of two other
earthquakes are somewhat deeper than the depth of the Anna cluster.
No additional events have been located in the Anna cluster since
January 3, 1984. Other temporal features in the seismicity is the
activity of 1986 and the occurrence of 3 events in Indiana from
December 1990 to July 1991. While seismicity is widely scattered
through western Ohio, there is a concentration of activity in the Anna
zone where damaging historic earthquakes have occurred. This
seismicity can be associated with a proposed Keewenawan-type rift
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that trends NW-SEthrough the southern half of the Anna seisnUc
network. In detail, one can further associate the Anna cluster, the
1986 St. Marys event, and possibly the damaging earthquakes of the
1930's with NW-SE trending Anna-Champaign fault which has been
identified in the Paleozoic sediments. The pre-glacial Teays River
Valley also trends NW-SE through the Anna zone, but there is no
evidence for active fault_g in the Anna zone. While the fundamental
cause of mid-continent setsmtclty remains unknown, the Anna seismic
zone offers another example of intra-plate seismictty associated with
an old rift. The interesting twist is that the Anna seismicity occurs in a
segment of the rift that is characterized by an unusually thick upper-
crustal zone of "felstc" rocks rather than the "marie" rocks that
underlie other rifts including the New Madrid rift zone.
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Appendix A.

Local and Near-regional Arrival Time Data



***** 17 JUNE 1977 -OHIO *****

O.T.=15:39:47.3 LAT=40.57#N LONG=84.67#W MAG=3.3m b

O.T.=15:39:46.9 LAT=40. 705#N LONG=84. 707#W (Dewey and
Gordon, 1984)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
ANla iP 15:39:55.80 eS 15:40:01.70
AN3 iP 15:40:00.00 eS 15" 40 :08.60
AAM eP 15:40 :19.20 eS 15:40:46.00
BGO eP 15:40 :08.70 eS 15 :40:23.50

(The coordinates for station ANla are 40.4310#N, 84.1240#W)

***** 9 NOVEMBER 1979 - KENTUCKY *****

O.T.=21:29:58.7 LAT=38. 417#N LONG=82. 869#W MAG=3.6mhLg__ i

(Location and magnitude from NEIS)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 eP 21:30:37.00 eS 21:31:04.20
AN3 eP 21:30:36.30 eS 21:31:03.80
AN4 iP 21:30 :32.20 eS 21:30:57.00
AN8 iP 21:30 :35.00 eS 21- 31:01.00
AN9 eP 21:30:42.28 eS 21:31:15.50
AN10 iP 21:30:38.93 eS 21:31:10.00
ANll iP 21:30 :41.15 eS 21:31:14.10
AN12 iP 21:30 :43.50 eS 21: 31:17.90
ACM eP 21:31:10.50 eS 21:31:05.40
AAM eP 21:31:02.40
(Additional arrival times can be found in Mauk et al., 1980)

***** 10 JULY 1980 - OHIO *****

0.T.=II:40:53.3 LAT=4 0.415#N LONG=84.111#W MAG=0.9

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 11 :.40:55.40 eS 11:40:57.70
AN4 iP 11"-40:59.10 eS 11:41:03.55
AN9 iP 11:41:02.25 eS 11:41:07.35
AN10 iP 11:40:59. _5 eS 11:41:03.95
AN11 iP 11:41:03.05 eS 11:41:09.50
AN12 eP 11:41:04.20 eS 11:41:10.20
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***** 27 JULY 1980 - KENTUCKY *****

O.T.=18:52:21.7 LAT=38.18#N LONG=83.94#W MAG=5. Imb
DEP=15km

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 18:52:59.30
AN3 iP 18 :53:00.30
AN8 iP 18 :52 :56.40
AN9 iP 18:53:02.70
AN10 iP 18:52 :59.50
AN11 iP 18 :53:01.00
AAM iP 18 :53:24.30
(Additional arrival times can be found in Mauk et al., 1982)
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***** 20 AUGUST 1980 - CANADA *****

O.T.=09:34:54.0 LAT=41.97#N LONG-82.99#W MAG=3.2mbLg

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
UTO iP 09:35 :03.30 eS 09 :35 :10.90
AAM iP 09:35:03.50 iS 09 :35 :09.70
ACM iP 09:35:32.60 eS 09:36:02.00
CLE iP 09:35 :15.00 eS 09:35 :31.20
BLA eP 09:36:10.5

***** 26 SEPTEMBER 1980 - OHIO *****

O.T.=12:27:25.6 LAT=40. 430#N LONG=84. 085#W MAG=0.5

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 12:27 :28. I0
AN3 iP 12:27 :31.20 iS 12 :27 :35.10
AN4 iP 12:27:31.60 iS 12 :27:35.30
AN8 iP 12:27:31.20 eS 12:27:34.00
AN9 iP 12:27:34.40 iS 12 :27 :40.10
AN10 iP 12:27:31.50 eS 12:27:37.20

***** 4 OCTOBER 1980 - OHIO *****

O.T.=11:46:58.0 LAT=39.80#N LONG=83.75#W MAG=2.0

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 11:47 :12.70
AN3 iP ii :47 :13.05 eS Ii :47:24.00
AN4 iP II :47 :07.30 eS 11:47 :14.00
AN8 iP 11:47 :10.05
AN9 iP 11:47 :18.65 eS Ii :47 :33.70

i AN10 iP 11:47 :14.85
AN11 iP 11 :47 :18.00 eS Ii :47 :33.50

***** 10 DECEMBER 1980 - OHIO *****

O.T.=02:30:54.3 LAT=40.43#N LONG=84.11#W MAG=I. 2

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 02:30 :56. I0
AN3 iP 02:30 :59.70 eS 02 :31:03.20
AN4 iP 02:30 :59.90 eS 02 :31 :03.60
AN8 eS 02:31:02.30
AN9 iP 02:31:02.30 eS 02:31:07.80
AN10 iP 02:31:00. I0 eS 02 :31:04.00
AN11 iP 02 :31 :03.70
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***** 4 JANUARY 1981 - OHIO *****

O .T .=07 :17 :37.1 LAT=40. 418#N LONG=84. 087#W MAG=I. 8

DEP--5-7km

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 iP 07 :17:38.61

AN3 iP 07 :17:41.95

AN4 iP 07 :17:42.15

AN7 iP 07 :17:45.18

AN8 iP 07:17:41.67 eS 07:17:44.93

AN9 iP 07 :17:44.81 eS 07 :17 :50.34

AN10 iP 07:17:42.45

AN11 iP 07 :17:45.84 eS 07 :17 :52.14

***** 7 FEBRUARY 1981 - OHIO *****

O.T.=05:45:43.0 LAT=40.417#N LONG=84.087#W MAG=I.8

DEP=5-7km

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 iP 05:45:45.02

AN3 iP 05:45:48.33

AN4 iP 05:45:48.57 eS 05 :45 :53.00

AN7 iP 05:45:51.62

AN8 iP 05 :45:48.00

AN9 iP 05:45:51.22 eS 05 :45 :56.73

AN10 iP 05:45:48.87

AN11 iP 05:45:52.28 eS 05 :45 :58.63

IN1 eP 05:46:08.40

IN2 eP 05:46 :19.70

IN3 eP 05:46:14.32

IN4 eP 05:46:02.70 eS 05 :46:17.65

***** 15 MARCH 1981 - OHIO *****

0.T.=03:46:30.3 LAT=41.10#N LONG=84.35#W MAG=I. 2

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIM_

AN3 iP 03:46:43.20

AN4 iP 03:46:47.97

AN7 iP 03 :46:39.23 eS 03 :46 :45. I0

AN8 iP 03:46:46.47

AN9 iP 03:46:38.49 eS 03 :46:43.80

AN10 iP 03 :46:42.45 eS 03 :46 :50.85

AN11 iP 03 :46:41.53 eS 03 :46 :49.59

AN12 iP 03 :46:34.64

IN1 iP 03 :46:53.97
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***** 15 MAY 1981 - OHIO *****

O. T.-23 :15 :14.0 LAT=40.88#N LONG=84.34#W MAG=0.8

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 23 :15:22.90
AN3 iP 23 :15:24.30 eS 23 :15 :31.30
AN4 eP 23 :15 :29.00
AN7 iP 23 :15:21.60
AN8 iP 23 :15:26.60
AN9 iP 23 :15 :18.60 eS 23 :15 :20.80
AN10 iP 23 :15:22.40 eS 23 :15 :28.60
AN11 iP 23 :15:22. I0
AN12 iP 23:15 :16.90
IN4 iP 23 :15 :39.00

***** 19 MAY 1981 - OHIO *****

O.T.=05:56:11.7 LAT=40. 407#N LONG=84. 085#W MAG=I. 2
DEP=2-8km

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 05:56 :13.32 eS 05 :56 :14.22
AN3 iP 05:56:16.62
AN4 iP 05:56 :16.80
AN8 iP 05:56 :16.32
AN9 iP 05:56:19.46 eS 05 :56:25.35
AN10 iP 05:56 :17.26 eS 05 :56:21.22
AN11 iP 05 :56:20.77 eS 05 :56:27. I0
AN12 eP 05:56:21.46
IN4 eP 05 :56:30.40

***** 26 NOVEMBER 1982 - MICHIGAN *****

O.T.=08:25:04.9 LAT=42.17#N LONG=85.48#W MAG=2.0-2.5

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN3 iP 08:25 :40.70
AN4 eP 08:25 :45.40
AN7 iP 08:25:37.60 eS 08:26:01.00
AN9 iP 08:25:34.20 eS 08 :25 :56.70
AN11 iP 08:25:35.60 eS 08 :25:59.20
AN12 eP 08:25:34.00 eS 08 :25 :54.20
IN1 iP 08:25:34.90 eS 08 :25 :58.20
IN2 iP 08:25:45.90
ACM iP 08:25 :14.70 eS 08 :25:22.00
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***** 12 JANUARY 1983 - OHIO *****

O. T.=02 :4 9 :41.1 LAT=39.28#N LONG=84.60#W MAG=I. 9

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 eP 02:50 :01.20
AN4 iP 02 :50 :00.90
AN7 iP 02:50 :I0.00 eS 02 :50 :31.70
AN8 iP 02 :49 :59. i0
AN11 iP 02:50 :03.70 eS 02 :50 :21.50
AN12 iP 02:50:10.80
IN2 iP 02:50 :12.40
IN3 iP 02 :49 :57.90
IN4 iP 02:49 :48,20 eS 02 :49 :53.00
L6KY iP 02:50 :07.05 eS 02 :50 :26.80
SBKY iP 02 :50 :02.20 eS 02 :50 :18.30

***** 22 JANUARY 1983 - OHIO *****

O. T. =07 :46 :59.3 LAT=4 I. 86#N LONG=8 i.16#W MAG=2.7mbLg

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 07:47:41.30
AN3 iP 07:47:38.70 eS 07 :48 :09.50
AN7 iP 07 :47:36.30
AN9 iP 07 :47 :43.90
AN12 iP 07 :47:39.40
ELF iP 07:47:23.04
LDN iP 07:47:20.75
DLA iP 07:47 :17.67
DHN iP 07 :47:38.79
WVLY iP 07:47:33.08

***** 5 JULY 1983 - OHIO *****

O. T. = 02 :58 :52.9 LAT= 40.43 #N LON G= 84.10 #W MAG = 2.1

DEP=5-7km

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 02:58 :54.35
AN3 iP 02 :58 :57.62
AN4 iP 02 :58 :57.90
AN7 iP 02:59 :00.90
AN8 iP 02:58 :57.37
AN9 iP 02:59:00.55
AN10 iP 02:58:58.30
AN11 iP 02:59:01.35
AN12 iP 02:59 :01.97
IN2 eP 02 :59:27.80
IN3 eP 02 :59:22.75
ACM eP 02 :59:34.40
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***** 13 JULY 1983 - OHIO *****

O .T .=01 :17 :34.8 LAT=40.43#N LONG=84.10#W MAG=I. 4

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 01 :17:36. i0
AN3 iP 01 :17:39.40
AN4 iP 01 :17:39.60
AN8 iP 01 :17:39. i0
AN9 iP 01:17 :42.30
AN10 iP 01:17:40.00
AN11 iP 01:17:43.40
AN12 iP 01:17:43.60

***** 30 SEPTEMBER 1983 - OHIO *****

O.T.=02:33:44.8 LAT=41.59#N LONG=84.33#W MAG=I. 3

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 02 :34 :05.20 eS 02:34 :19.60
AN4 iP 02 :34 :i0.40 eS 02:34:28.00
AN7 iP 02 :33 :59.60
AN12 eP 02 :33 :57.00 eS 02 :34 :05.50
IN1 iP 02:34 :13.20
ACM iP 02:34 :12.90

***** 4 NOVEMBER 1983 - OHIO *****

O.T.=21:00:59.8 LAT=40.43#N LONG=84.10#W MAG=0.4

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 21:01 :01.00
AN3 iP 21:01 :04.40
AN4 iP 21:01 :04.70 eS 21:01 :08.30
AN8 iP 21 :01:04.00
AN9 iP 21:01:07.10
AN11 iP 21 :01 :08.30

***** 4 NOVEMBER 1983 - OHIO *****

O. T. =22 :50 :00.50 LAT=40.43#N LONG=84.10#W MAG=0.9

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 22 :50:01.70
AN3 iP 22 :50 :05.10
AN4 iP 22:50:05.30
AN8 iP 22:50:04.70
AN9 iP 22 :50 :07.90
AN11 iP 22:50:08.90
AN12 iP 22 :50 :09.40
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***** 5 NOVEMBER 1983 - INDIANA *****

O.T.=02:36:35.8 LAT=39.68#N LONG=85.73#W MAG=I. 1

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 02:37 :02.20
AN3 iP 02:37 :06.20
AN4 iP 02:37 :02.50
AN8 iP 02:36:58.00
ANll iP 02:36:57.40
AN12 iP 02:37:06.70
IN1 iP 02:36:51.50
IN2 iP 02:36:51.00
IN3 iP 02:36:43.30 eS 02:36 :49.00
IN4 iP 02:36: 48. I0

***** 3 DECEMBER 1983 - WISCONSIN *****

O. T.=21:29:41.0 LAT=42.70#N LONG=88.30#W MAG=I. 4

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
IN1 iP 21:30:29.50
IN2 iP 21 :30 :28.10
ACM iP 21:30:13.30 iS 21:30:36.50

***** 7 DECEMBER 1983 - OHIO *****

O. T. =22 :57 :0 I. 6 LAT=4 i.70#N LONG=83.50#W _G=I. 1

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN7 iP 22 :57 :18.20 iS 22 :57 :30.00
AN8 iP . 22:57:29.40 eS 22:57:51.30
AN12 iP 22 :57 :18.60 iS 22 :57:30.60

***** 10 DECEMBER 1983 - OHIO *****

0.T.=19:01:55.2 LAT=40.43#N LONG=84.11#W MAG=0.7

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 19 :01 :56.50
AN3 iP 19:02:00.00
AN4 iP 19 :02 :00. I0 eS 19 :02 :03.80
AN7 iP 19 :02:03.00 eS 19:02 :08.80
AN8 iP 19 :01 :59.50 eS 19:02 :02.70
AN9 iP 19:02:02.80
AN11 iP 19 :02 :03.60
AN12 iP 19:02:04.00 eS 19" 02 :10.80

***** 3 JANUARY 1984 - OHIO *****

O. T. =07 :57 :58.60 LAT=40.42#N LONG=84.11#W MAG=0.4

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 07 :57 :59.70
AN4 iP 07 :58:03.20 eS 07 :58 :07.00
AN7 eP 07:58:06.40
AN8 iP 07 :58:02.70
AN9 eP 07:58:06.00 eS 07 :58 :11.40
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AN11 iP 07:58:07.10
AN12 iP 07:58:08.20
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***** 14 JANUARY 1984 - OHIO *****

O.T.=20:14:32.5 LAT=41.67#N LONG=83.45#W MAG=2.6m b

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN3 iP 20 :14 :52.70
AN4 iP 20 :14:58.70 eS 20 :15 :18.00
AN7 iP 20 :14 :48.00 eS 20 :14 :59.50
AN8 iP 20:14:59.60
AN9 iP 20:14:54.20
AN11 iP 20:14:57.70
AN12 iP 20:14:48.80 eS 20:15:00.50
ACM eP 20 :15:07.60 eS 20 :15:35.10
AAM eP 20 :14 :43.20
DLA iP 20 :15 :04.80 eS 20 :15:30.00
LDN iP 20 :15:08.45 eS 20 :15:37.75
ELF iP 20 :15:09.00 eS 20 :15:38.25

***** 28 JULY 1984 - INDIANA *****

O. T. -23 :39 :27.3 LAT=39.27#N LONG=87.09#W MAG=4.0mbLg

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 23" 40:09.20
AN3 iP 23 :40 :12.50
AN4 iP 23 :40:09.80
AN7 iP 23:40 :13.70
AN8 eP 23 :40:06.40
AN9 eP 23:40:07.20
AN10 iP 23:40:06.00
AN11 iP 23 :40:04.70
IN1 iP 23:39:55.20
IN2 iP 23:39:41. i0
IN3 iP 23:39:46.00
IN4 iP 23:39:57.30
BBG iP 23 :40:43.90
ETT iP 23 :40:35.20
BHT eP 23 :40:25.80
GBTN eP 23:40:32.50
TKL eP 23:40:35.62
ELC eP 23:40 :09.15
WCK eP 23 :40 :i0.85
TYS eP 23:40 :12.30
FVM eP 23:40 :14.00
WSIL iP 23 :39:46.40
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***** 29 AUGUST 1984 - INDIANA *****

O.T.=06:50:59.0 LAT=39.25#N LONG=87.50#W MAG=3 •2mbLg

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN4 eP 06:51:45.20
AN8 eP 06:51: 42. I0
AN9 eP 06:51:43.00
AN10 iP 06:51:41.50
AN11 iP 06:51:39.70
IN1 iP 06: 51:29.80 eS 06: 51:54.20
IN2 iP 06: 51:15.00
IN3 iP 06:51:23.10 eS 06 :51:40.90
IN4 iP 06:51:33.60 eS 06 :52 :01.10
BLO iP 06:51:13.60 eS 06:51:22.60
WSIL iP 06 :51:13.80 eS 06:51:24.10
GOIL iP 06 :51:34.88 eS 06:52 :03.04
FVM iP 06: 51:42.13 eS 06 :52 :15.60

***** 29 AUGUST 1984 - ILLINOIS *****

O.T.=18:56:27.2 LAT=39.09#N LONG-87.69#W MAG=2 •7mbLg

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
IN1 _P 18 :57 :01. I0
IN3 iP 18 :56: 54. I0
IN4 iP 18 :57 :04.00
FVM eS 18 :57:35.82
WCK eS 18 :57:34.89
TYS eS 18 :57:33.42
ELC eS 18 :57:29.84
GOIL eS 18 :57 :23.22

***** 10 MARCH 1985 - OHIO *****

O.T.=20:46:01.10 LAT=40.52#N LONG=84.39#W MAG=I. 4

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 20 :46:04.97
AN3 iP 20:46:09.20
AN4 iP 20:46:10.25
AN7 iP 20 :46:I0.30
AN8 iP 20:46:06.40
AN9 iP 20:46:05.00
AN10 iP 20:46:02.75
IN1 eP 20:46:21.20 eS 02 :46:37.00
IN4 eP 20:46:19.30 eS 02:46:33.50
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***** i0 MARCH 1985 - OHIO *****

O.T.=20:49:14.1 LAT=40.52#N LONG=84.40#W MAG=I. 7

STA PHASE AKRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 20 :49:18.07 I
AN3 iP 20 :49:22.30
AN4 iP 20 :49:23.15
AN7 iP 20:49:23.40
AN8 iP 20:49:19.50
AN9 iP 20:49:18.05
AN10 iP 20 :49:15.90
AN12 eP 20:49:22.85

IN1 ip 20 :49:34.25
IN2 eP 20:49:46.65
IN3 eP 20 :49:42.35
IN4 eP 20:49:32.15

***** 17 MARCH 1985 - OHIO *****

O.T.=11:57 :06.7 LAT=39.65#N LONG=83.46#W MAG=I. 9

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 11:57:24.5
AN3 iP 11:57:23.9
AN4 iP 11:57 :18.8 eS II :57 :27.6
AN7 iP 11:57:28.6 eS 11:57:44.1
AN8 iP 11:57:22.6
AN9 iP 11:57:30.4 eS 11:57:47.6
AN12 iP 11:57:31.6 eS 11:57:49.5
IN1 eP 11:57:41.3
IN2 eP 11:57:49.4
IN3 iP 11:57:38.4 eS 11:58:03.5
IN4 iP 11:57:27.0

***** 14 APRIL 1985 - PENNSYLVANIA *****

O.T.=11:39:51.3 LAT=41.40#N LONG=80.37#W MAG=2.0

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN3 iP 11:40:35.30 eS 11:41:08.70
AN7 iP 11:40:35.00
AN10 eP 11:40:42.80
AN12 iP 11 :40 :37.80 eS 11 :41 :12.50
IN1 iP 11:40:56.20
SCP iP 11:40:26.50 eS 11:40:52.10
BY1 eP 11:40:42.50
WVLY iP 11:40:21.59 eS 11:40 :44.18
PTN eP 11:41:10.67 eS 11:42:04.64
WNY iP 11:41:15.52 eS 11:42 :18.36
PRIN eP 11:40:57.18 eS 11: 41:49.03
GPD eP 11:40:59.83 eS 11: 41:49.54
WEO iP 11:40:38.30
CKO iP 11 :41 :05.80
WBO iP 11:41:08.10
EEO iP 11:41:09.85
GAC iP 11:41:14.70
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***** 25 AUGUST 1985 - KENTUCKY *****

O. T. =14 :30 :01.6 LAT=38.54#N LONG=84.98#W MAG=I. 6

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 eP 14:30:37.1
AN3 eP 14:30:38.4
AN4 eP 14:30:35.0
AN10 iP 14 :30 :35.8
AN11 iP 14 :30 :36.7
AN12 eP 14:30:41.4
IN2 eP 14 :30 :35.2
IN3 iP 14:30 :19.1 eS 14 :30:31.8
IN4 iP 14:30:20.0 eS 14 :30:34.7

***** 25 AUGUST 1985 - OHIO *****

O .T .=16: 27 :11.9 LAT=40.97#N LONG=84.22#W MAG=I. 5

STA _'HASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 16:27:21.0 eS 16 :27:28.1
AN3 iP 16:27:21.1 eS 16 :27:28.3
AN7 iP 16:27:17.4 eS 16:27:21.0
AN10 iP 16:27:21.9 eS 16:27:29.2
ANil iP 16:27:22.0 eS 16 :27 :29.7
AN12 iP 16:27:14.3
IN4 iP 16:27:37.6

***** 9 SEPTEMBER 1985 - ILLINOIS *****

O.T. =22:06:31.0 LAT=41.85#N LONG=88 .01#W MAG=3 •0mbLg
(NEIS)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
ACM iP 22:07:02.2
IN1 iP 22:07:06.4 eS 22 :07:32.5
IN2 iP 22:07:08.1 eS 22 :07:34.9

***** 12 JANUARY 1986 - OHIO *****

O.T.=11:38 :50.2 LAT=40.77#N LONG=83.27#W MAG=0.8

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 eP ii :39:03.6 eS II :39 :13.4
AN3 iP 11:38:58.6 eS 11:39:05.4
AN4 eP Ii :39:03.7 eS ii :39 :13.8
AN7 eP II:38:58.4
AN9 eS 11:39:19.7
AN10 iP 11:39:07.8 eS 11:39:21.3
AN11 eP 11:39:I0.2 eS II :39:24.9
AN12 eP 11:39:03.2 eS 11: 39:12.5
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***** 13 JANUARY 1986 -OHIO *****

O.T.=II:39:20.4 LAT=40.80#N LONG=84.13#W MAG=0.5

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 eP 11:39:26.5 eS 11:39:31.6
AN3 iP ii :39:26.8 eS Ii :39:31.9
AN7 eP 11:39:24.3
AN9 iP 11:39:25.9 eS 11:39:30.0
AN10 eP 11:39:28.6 eS 11:39:33.4
AN11 iP 11:39:29.2 eS 11:39:35.8
AN12 iP 11:39:22.8 eS 11:39:24.3
IN1 eS 11:40:02.1
IN4 eS 11:40:03.4

***** 31 JANUARY 1986 -OHIO *****

O.T.=16:46:43.3 LAT=41.65#N LONG=81.16#W MAG=5.0m b (NEIS)
DEP=10km (Location from NEIS)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 ePd 16 :47:26.1
AN3 iPd 16:47:22.7
AN4 iPd 16:47:25.6
AN7 iPd 16:47:21.3
AN9 ePd 16:47:28.2
AN10 iPd 16:47:29.3
AN11 ePd 16:47 :30.5
AN12 iPd 16:47:24.2
IN1 iPd 16:47 :41.4
IN2 ePd 16 :47 :52.7
IN4 iPd 16:47 :38.5

***** 30 MARCH 1986 - OHIO *****

O.T.=07:42:42.1 LAT=41.37#N LONG=83.67#W MAG=I. 4

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 07 :42:59.4 eS 07 :43 :12.2
AN4 iP 07:43 :03.2 eS 07 :43 :18.9
AN7 iP 07 :42:52.4 eS 07 :42 :59.7
AN9 iP 07 :42 :58.6
AN10 iP 07:43:01.9 eS 07 :43 :15.9
AN11 iP 07 :43 :02.2
AN12 eP 07:42 :52.8 eS 07 :43 :00.0
IN4 iP 07 :43 :16.8 eS 07 :43 :45.1
UTO iP 07 :42 :47.5 eS 07 :42 :50.8
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***** 12 JULY 1986 - OHIO *****

O.T.=08:19:39.5 LAT=40.55#N LONG=84.39#W _._G=4.5m b (NEIS)
DEP=5-10km

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN4 iPc 08 :19 :48.3
AN7 iPd 08 :19:47.9
AN8 iPc 08 :19:45.2
AN9 iP 08 :19:42.7
AN10 iPc 08:19:41.5
AN11 iPd 08:19:43.6
AN12 iPc 08:19:46.4
IN1 iPd 08 :19:59.8
IN2 eP 08:20:12.0
IN3 iPd 08:20:08.5
IN4 iPc 08 :19:58.4
AAM iPc 08:20:11.7
UTO ePd 08:20 :01.6

***** 17 OCTOBER 1986 - OHIO *****

O.T.=07:03:4.6 LAT=40.55#N LONG=84.37#W MAG=0.7

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iPc 07:03:08.2 eS 07:03 :11.0
AN3 iPc 07:03:12.3 eS 07:03 :17.8
AN7 iPc 07 :03 :13.3 eS 07 :03:20.0
AN8 iPc 07:03 :I0.4 eS 07 :03 :14.9
AN9 eP 07:03:07.9
AN10 eP 07:03:06.6
AN11 eP 07 :03:09.0 eS 07 :03 :12.0
AN12 eS 07 :03 :16.9
IN1 eP 07 :03:25.2 eS 07 :03 :41.2
IN3 eP 07:03:33.9

***** 1 FEBRUARY 1987 - OHIO *****

O.T. =12:01:55.7 LAT=39.323#N LONG=82.428#W

DEP=4km (Location from Univ. of Kentucky)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN3 eP 12:02:24.8
AN7 iP 12:02:28.7
AN8 eP 12:02:25.9
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***** 27 MARCH 1987 - TENNESSEE*****

O.T. =07:29:30.45 LAT=35.568#N LONG=84.230#W MAG=4.2mhLg
DEP=19km (Location from CERI)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 eP 07 :30 :44.6

AN3 eP 07:30:45.9

AN4 eP 07:30 :41.0

AN9 eP 07:30:49.0

AN10 eP 07 :30 :45.0

AN11 eP 07:30:46.5

IN1 eP 07 :30 :46.5

IN2 eP 07 :30 :43.8

IN3 ePc 07:30:30.5

IN4 eP 07 :30 :35.3

***** I0 JUNE 1987 - ILLINOIS*****

O.T. =23 :48:54.8 LAT=38.713#N LONG=87. 954#W MAG=4.9mhLg__
DEP=5km (Location from SLM)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PH_,kSE ARRIVAL TIME

AN3 iPd 23 :49 :44.1

AN4 iPd 23 :49:47.3

AN7 iPd 23 :49 :47.9

AN8 iPd 23 :49 :43.8

AN9 iPd 23:49:45.1

AN10 iPd 23:49:43.8

AN11 iPd 23 :49 :42.5

AN12 iPd 23:49:44.0

IN1 iPd 23 :49:33.2

IN4 iPd 23 :49 :34.9

ACM iPc 23 :49:57.7

***** ii JUNE 1987 - ILLINOIS*****

O.T. =00:15:50.0 LAT=38.67#N LONG=87.95#W MAG=2.6

(Location from SLM)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

IN1 eP 00 :16 :29.5

***** Ii JULY 1987 - TENNESSEE*****

O.T. =00 :04:29.46 LAT=36. 102#N LONG=83.817#W MAG=3.6mhLg
DEP=25km (Location from CERI)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN3 eP 00:05:36.2

AN4 eP 00 :05 :32.0

AN8 eP 00 :05:32.2

AN12 eP O0 :05 :41.4

IN1 eP 00:05:39.6

IN4 eP 00:05:24.7
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***** 13 JULY 1987 - OHIO*****

O.T. =05:49:18.94 LAT=41.90#N LONG=80.726#W MAG=3.8mhLg__
DEP=2km (Location from John Carrol Univ. )

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 eP 05:50 :08.2

AN3 eP 05:50 :04.5 _
AN4 eP 05:50 :07.0

AN7 eP 05:50:03.2

AN8 eP 05 :50:I0.8
AN9 eP 05:50:09.8

AN11 eP 05 :50 :12.4

IN1 eP 05:50:23.8

IN3 eP 05 :50 :29.7

***** 13 JULY 1987 - OHIO*****

O.T. =07:52 :12.22 LAT=41.90#N LONG=80.703#W MAG=3.0mhLg_
DEP=2km (Location from John Carrol Univ.)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 eP 07:53 :0]. 5

AN3 eP 07:52:57.9

AN7 eP 07 :52 :57.4

AN8 eP 07:53:04.2

AN9 eP 07:53 :03.2

IN1 eP 07 :53 :17.9

***** 13 JULY 1987 - OHIO*****

O.T. =13:05:23.1 LAT=41.908#N LONG=80.75#W MAG=2.9mhLg__
DEP=2km (Location from John Carrol Univ. )

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN7 eP 13 :06 :07.9

AN8 eP 13 :06:14.6

***** 16 JULY 1987 - OHIO*****

O.T. =04:49:40.27 LAT=41. 905#N LONG=80.75#W MAG=2.7mhLg
DEP=2km (Location from John Carrol Univ.)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN7 eP 04:50:25.3

AN8 eP 04 :50:32.0

AN11 eP 04:50:32.1

***** 31 AUGUST 1987 - ILLINOIS*****

O.T. =17:12:35.2 LAT=38.30#N LONG=89.71#W MAG=3. ImhLg
DEP-9km (Location from SLM)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
IN 3 eP 17:13:24.8
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***** 29 SEPTEMBER 1987 - MISSOURI*****

O.T. =00:04:57.5 LAT=36.84#N LONG=89.21#W MAG=3.6mhLg__
DEP=Ikm (Location from SLM)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 eP 00:06:18.3

AN3 eP 00:06:22.0

AN8 eP 00:06 :14.4

AN9 eP 00:06:17.8

AN10 eP 00:06 :16.1

AN11 eP 00:06 :16.3

IN1 iPc 00:05 :55.2

IN2 iPc 00:05:55.4

***** 14 OCTOBER 1987 - KENTUCKY*****

O.T. =15:49:40.3 LAT=37.05#N LONG=88.78#W MAG=3.8mhLg__
(Location from SLM)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN3 eP 15:50 :51.5

IN1 iP 15:50 :43.9

IN2 iP 15 :50 :41.6

***** 17 NOVEMBER 1987 - ILLINOIS*****

O.T. =15:52:21.4 LAT=38.73#N LONG=87.96#W MAG=3.2mbLg

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN4 P 15 :53 :19.0

AN7 P 15:53:06.4

IN1 P 15:53:01.1

IN2 P 15 :52 :48.2

IN3 P 15:52 :52.6

IN4 P 15 :53:02.8

WSIL P 15 :52:25.9

SPIN P 15:52:27.5

BPIL P 15 :52:34.3

NHIL P 15:52:35.9

GOIL P 15:52 :47.9

ELC P 15:52 :51.8

***** 5 JANUARY 1988 - ILLINOIS*****

O.T. =14:39:17.9 LAT=38.74#N LONG=87.96#W MAG=3.3mhLg__
DEP=5km (Location from SLM)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

IN1 iPd 14:39:57.7

IN2 iPd 14:39 :45.1

IN3 P 14:39:49.8

IN4 iPd 14:39:59.1

ACM P 14 :40:22.7
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***** 7 SEPTEMBER 1988 - KENTUCKY*****

O.T. =02:28:08.6 LAT=38.15#N LONG=83.87#W MAG=4.5m h

DEP=I0km (Location from Kentucky Univ.)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 iPc 02:28 :49.6

AN3 iPc 02:28:50.5

AN4 iPd 02:28:45.7

AN7 iPd 02:28:53.9

, AN9 iPd 02:28 :52.8
AN10 iPd 02:28:49.5

AN11 eP 02:28 :51.2

AN12 iPd 02:28 :55.3

IN1 eP 02:28:55.9

IN2 eP 02:28 :57.2

IN3 iPc 02:28 :42.3

IN4 iPc 02:28:38.0

CLE eP 02:29:09.2

***** 5 OCTOBER 1988 - ILLINOIS*****

O.T. =00:38 :52.4 LAT=38.70#N LONG=87.90#W MAG=3.4 mb

(Location from NEIS)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 eP 00:39:46.5

AN9 eP 00:39:44.8

AN10 eP 00:39:43.3

AN11 eP 00:39 :44.0

IN1 eP 00:39:32.7

IN2 eP 00:39:20.0

IN3 iPc 00:39:24.7

IN4 eP 00 :39:34.3

***** 22 OCTOBER 1988 - OHIO*****

O.T. =16:46:29.6 LAT--40.45#N LONG=84.11#W MAG=2.2 mL

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 iP 16:46:30.9

AN3 iP 16:46:34.1

AN8 iP 16:46:33.9

AN10 iPd 16:46:34.8

AN11 iP 16:46:37.5

AN12 iP 16:46:37.4

IN1 iPd 16: 46:53.4

IN3 iPd 16:46:59.4

IN4 iPd 16:4 6:48.5
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***** 8 DECEMBER 1988 - OHIO*****

O.T. =02 :i0 :4 I. 2 LAT--40.55#N LONG=84.43#W MAG=I. 1 mL

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 P 02 :i0 :45.3 S 02 :I0 :48.7

AN3 P 02 :i0 :49.5 S 02 :I0 :55.6

AN7 P 02 :10:50.0 S 02 :I0 :56.6

AN8 Pc 02:10:46.8

AN9 Pc 02:10:44.1

AN10 P 02 :i0:42.9

AN11 P 02 :10:44.6 S 02 :i0 :47.6

IN1 P 02 :ii :02.0 S 02 :Ii :15.9

IN4 P 02 :I0:59.7 S 02 :II :14.3

***** 04 JANUARY 1989 - OHIO*****

O.T. =16 :06 :34.1 LAT--40.64#N LONG=84.26#W MAG=0.7 mL

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 eP 16:06:39.6

AN7 eP 16:06:45.3

AN8 eP 16:06:40.7

AN9 eP 16 :06:37.6

AN10 eP 16:06:40.8

AN12 eP 16:06:39.3

***** 27 APRIL 1989 -MISSOURI *****

O.T. =16 :47 :50.8 L_T=36.02#N LONG=89.77#W MAG=4.4 m d

(T .'ation from St. Louis U.)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 eP 16:49:26

AN3 eP 16 :49:27.8

AN7 eP 16 :49:28

AN8 eP 16:49:18.0
AN9 eP 16 :49:23.5

AN12 eP 16:49:29

IN1 eP 16 :49:i0.5

IN2 eP 16 :49:00

IN3 eP 16:49:00

IN4 eP 16:49:07.8

***** 14 MAY 1989 -MISSOURI *****

O.T. =00 :16 :09.6 LAT=36.74#N LONG=89.71#W MAG=3.9 md

(Location from St. Louis U.)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 eP 00 :17 :50

AN7 eP 00 :17 :42.3

AN9 eP 00 :17:50.5

IN2 eP 00 :17 :II. 5

IN3 eP 00 :17 :13.5
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IN4 eP 00 :17:21.5
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***** 15 JULY 1989 - KENTUCKY*****

O.T. =08.:01.78 LAT=38.70#N LONG=83.58#W MAG=3.1 _m_Lg
DEP=7km (Location from U. of Kentucky)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN1 iP 00:08:34.3
AN3 eP 00:08:34.6
AN7 iP 00:08:39.2
AN8 eP 00:08:34.2
AN9 iP 00:08:38.8
AN10 eP 00:08:35.2
AN11 iP 00:08:37.8
AN12 iP 00:08:40.8
IN1 iP 00:08:43.7
IN2 eP 00:08:47.0
IN3 iP 00:08:33.2
IN4 iP 00:08:25.2

***** 24 JANUARY 1990- KENTUCKY *****

O.T. =18:20:26.6 LAT=38.10 N LONG=86.47 W MAG=4.0 mb

Location from University of Kentucky

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 eP 18:21:14.3 S 18:21:50
AN3 S 18 :21:55
AN4 eP 18:21:13 S 18:21:52
AN7 eP 18:21:20 S 18:22:00
AN8 eP 18:21:10
AN9 S 18:21:50
AN10 iP 18:21:10.5 S 18:21:45
AN11 eP 18:21:10 S 18:21:45
IN2 iP 18:20:57.8
ACM eP 18:21:33

***** 30 JANUARY 1990- OHIO *****

O.T. =03:56:48 LAT=40.65 N LONG=84.31 W MAG=I.0 mb

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 iP 03:56:52.0 S 03:56:55.2
AN7 eP 03:56:54.8 S 03:57:00.0
AN8 iP 03:56:55.2
AN9 iP 03:56:50.5 S 03:56:54.0
AN10 iP 03:56:51.9 S 03:56:54.7
AN11 iP 03:56:53.0 S 03:56:57.0
AN12 iP 03:56:53.0 S 03:56:56.9
IN1 iP 03:57:08.5 S 03:57:25.0
IN2 eP 03:57:22.2 S 03:57:50.5
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***** 02 MARCH 1990 CLINTON, ILLINOIS *****

O.T. =07:01:16.8 LAT=38.90 N LONG=89.10 W MAG=3.4 __mhLg
DEPTH=f0 km (Location from NEIS)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 eP 07:02 :53.3

AN3 eP 07:02 :57.5

AN4 eP 07:03 :02.6

AN7 eP 07:02 :58.3

AN8 eP 07:02 :50.7

AN9 eP 07:02 :47.2

AN11 eP 07:02 :47.9

IN1 iP 07:02 :36.6

IN2 iP 07:02 :25.4
IN3 iP 07:02:32.6

IN4 iP 07:02 :41.5

***** 09 MARCH 1990 KENTUCKY *****

O.T. =21:01:54.9 LAT=38.11 N LONG=86.44 W MAG=2.9 mb

(Location from University of Kentucky)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

IN1 eP 21:02 :38.1 S 21:03 :II

IN3 eP 21:02 :20.9 S 21:02 :38.3

IN4 eP 21:02 :30.8 S 21:02 :56.8

***** 17 APRIL 1990 CELINA, OHIO *****

O.T.= 10:27:36.5 LAT=40.49 N LONG=84.83 W MAG=2.2 mL

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 iP 10:27:45.4

AN3 eP 10:27 :50.3 S i0 :28:00.5
AN8 eP 10:27:44.7

AN9 eP I0:27 :42.3

AN10 iP 10:27:41.0

AN11 eP 10:27:38.7

AN12 eP 10:27:48.1 S 10:27:57.6
IN1 eP 10:27 :51.0

IN3 eP 10:28 :00.4 S I0:28:20.5

IN4 eP 10:27 :52.0 S 10:28:04.8

ACM eP I0:28 :14.5

BLO iP i0 :28 :07.8 S I0:28:32.8
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***** 04 JUNE 1990 FOSTORIA, OHIO *****

O.T.= 11:26:48.7 LAT=41.08 N LONG=83.51 W MAG= 2.3 m L

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 eP 11:27:00.0
AN3 eP 11:26:58.7
AN9 eP 11:27:02.0
AN10 eP 11:27:11.0
AN11 eP 11:27:09.0
ACM eP 11:27:29.0
UTO iP 11:26:58.3 S 11:27:05.1
FLKY P 11:27:33.5 S 11:28:08.1
ROKY P 11:27:41.8
PKKY P 11:27:34.4 S 11:28:11.3

***** 26 SEPTEMBER 1990 MISSOURI *****

O.T.= 13:18:51.3 LAT:37.17 N LONG=89.58 W MAG= 4.6 __mbLg
(Location from NEIS)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 eP 13:20:11.0
AN3 iP 13:20:14.0
AN7 eP 13:20:15.3
AN8 eP 13:20:07.1
AN11 eP 13:20:07.6
AN12 eP 13:20:14.1
IN1 iP 13:19:46.5
IN2 iP 13:19:46.9
IN3 eP 13:19:47.3

***** 24 OCTOBER 1990 ILLINOIS *****

O.T.= 08:20:04.3 LAT:38.31 N LONG=88.99 W MAG= 3.5 __mhLg
(Location from NEIS)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN3 eP 08:21:14.5 S 08:22:25.0
IN1 iP 08:20:43.5 S 08:22:10.0
IN3 eP 08:20:57.5 S 08:21:21.9

***** 4 MAY 1991 MISSOURI *****

O.T.= 01:18:54.9 LAT:35.56 N LONG=89.82 W MAG= 5.0 __mhLg
(Location from NEIS)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 eP 01:20:36.0 S 01:21:56.5
AN3 eP 01:20:30.0 S 01:22:00.0
AN4 eP 01 :20:26.0 S 01:22 :00.0
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AN7 eP 01 :20:27.0 S 01:22 :I0.0

_ AN8 eP 01:20:23.0
AN10 e(p) 01:20:20.0 S 01:21:55.0
AN11 iP 01:20:20.0 S 01:21:50.0
AN12 iP 01:20:27.5 S 01:22 :08.5
IN1 iP 01:20:09.5 S 01:21:20.0
IN3 eP 01:20 :01.0

***** 17 DECEMBER 1990 INDIANA *****

O.T.-- 05:24:59.12 LAT:40.125 N LONG=87.139 W MAG= 3.2 mb

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 iP 05:25:39.5
AN3 iP 05:25:44.0
AN7 iP 05:25 :40.0
AN9 iP 05:25:33.5
AN10 iP, 05:25:33.0
AN12 iP 05:25:37.5
IN1 iP 05:25 :18.2

IN3 iP 05:25:23.0 S 05:25 :40.0
BLO iP 05:25 :18.2 S 05:25:31.3
WSIL iP 05:25:36.9
BPIL iP 05:25:38.0
NHIL iP 05:25:01.0
CSIL iP 05:25:44.5

***** 20 DECEMBER 1990 INDIANA *****

O.T.= 14:04:17.62 LAT:39.595 N LONG=86.642 W MAG= 3.6 mn%Lg

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

AN1 iP 14 :04 :54.2
AN3 iP 14:04 :58.2
AN7 iP 14:04 :58.4
AN8 iP 14:04:50.7
AN10 iP 14:04:49.6
AN12 iP 14:04:56.1
IN1 iP 14:04:37.0
IN3 iP 14:04:30.1

BLO iP 14:04:25.4 S 14:04:31.2
BPIL iP 14:04:52.5
NHIL iP 14:04:52.5
CSIL iP 14:04:59.8

***** 7 MARCH 1991 INDIANA*****

O.T.= 10:52:57.63 LAT:39.561 N LONG=86.415 W MAG= 0.6 m d
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STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN12 iP 10:53:34.2
IN1 iP 10:53:16.2 S 10:53:30.5
IN3 iP 10:53:07.8 S 10:53:15.0

***** 24 JULY 1991 INDIANA *****

O.T.= 21:37:12.30 LAT:39.748 N LONG=84.587 W MAG= 1.0 m d

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME

• AN1 iP 21:37:26.5
AN3 iP 21:37:30.0
AN4 iP 21:37:24.7 S 21:37:33.9
AN7 iP 21:37:33.0
AN8 iP 21:37:21.8 S 21:37 :29.7
AN9 iP 21:37:29.1
AN10 iP 21:37:24.8 S 21:37:35.1
AN11 iP 21:37:26.5 S 21:37:38.1
AN12 iP 21:37:33.4 S 21:37:49.4
BLO iP 21:37 :40.5 S 21:38 :02.3
IN1 iP 21:37:33.8
IN2 iP 21:37:41.1
IN4 iP 21:37 :18.0

***** 11 NOVEMBER 1991 ILLINOIS *****

O.T.= 08:20:04.3 LAT:38.31 N LONG=88.99 W MAG= 3.8 __n_Lg
(Location from NEIS)

STA PHASE ARRIVAL TIME PHASE ARRIVAL TIME
AN7 iP 09:21:47.7 S 09:21:54.8
AN8 iP 09:21:42.4 S 09:21:49.5
AN9 iP 09:21:39.5 S 09:21:56.1
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